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WAGNER.

>ICHARD WAGNER was born in Leipsic,
Germany, on the 22d day of May, 1813. His
father, a police magistrate, intended him for

e law, but did not seriously oppose his

Ho. 7.

attack only his premises. If we admit them, we canfollow him to the bitter end. If, on the other handwe hold that the essence of music is to appeal to the
sense of the beautiful, we see his whole C-y turn!ble to the ground." y

Wagner
son's inclinations, when at the age o sevenTeen he the nS S w* aUth° r °f

,
the WOrds as wel1 as of

determined to adopt music as a professlorf and['en? SnmSKmnJ
hls

.?P
eras and

> *">« again, there is a
tared the University as a music student! He left tie HhSS? Z g °nh^ HS

\° the literar^ value of ^8
University at the "end of three years and tred his eoua or %£Z^<£& °f him
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fortune as a musician in a number of cities of Gpr S ^ suPe » 101 to Shakespeare, while others con

-

many (Warzburg, Konigsburg^ Dresuen etc amiI h ?£ l?£5rf^blStIC imd 8illy
- There seems to

then went to Parts, which he left in no very 'good Sions thJl±Ubt
'

\
0weveb that M literary compo-

hnmorin 1842. Before this, however, he had written Zl 2 I? .™lch «uPerior to the ordinary opera
"Rienzi," and " The Flying Dutchman,' '

'

libietto
-
As a cntl^ Wagner is merciless for the dead

and soon afterwards wrote " Lohengrin" I

~~ —and soon afterwards wrote "' Lohengrin
and "Tannhaiiser," which remain to this
day Ins most popular works. In 184S he
had to llee to Switzerland to avoid prose-
cution for participation in some revolu-
tionary conspiracy. In the course of his
varied experiences, Wagner came to the
conclusion that all operas hitherto com-
posed had been composed on a wrong
plan. Among other things, he found
that music as music had been given too
large a place in such works, and in 1849
he gave expression to his views in his
work or pamphlet " The Art Work of the
Future," which opened the still unsettled
fight between the Wagnerites and the
anti-Wagnerites. Wagner himself does
not claim to have produced any work
which was in all respects faithful to his
ideal of dramatico-musical truth, until
he gave to the world his " Tristan und
Ysolile." first produced in Munich, June
10. ISGo. In this opera, which can not be
played in less than five hours, there is not
a single aria, not a single chorus, but
simply the musical recitative, which he
calls melos (though it may be doubted
whether the Greeks would call it so).
The voices, as he treats them, become, in
a sense, instruments which play a part in
the symphonic whole, and, musically
are of no more importance than any of
the leading instruments of the orchestra,
rhe operas he has since produced con-
form in that respect to his theories, and
none of them, so far, have achieved a
genuine success, although put upon the
stage with all the magnificence possible.
That Wagner has genius none of his intel-
ligent opponents deny, that here and
there, in his compositions, there appear
magnificent bits of music, they all admit
but they claim that these passages are the
very ones in which the musician in Wag-
ner gets the better of his fallacious

I

theories concerning the true office of I

music. Of his theories, it can be said, in
the words of Mr. Apthorp

:

"There is no musical principle of his
that does not depend upon his art philosophy. In
the first place, he takes the stand that music is not anindependent art; that all that is valuable in musics
its power of expression. In it we have the most va -
uable voice for emotional power, but it must be wed-
ded to poetry to get articulating power. Wagner
accepts all these results of his theory, and is wiSin*
to sacrifice musical beauty to it. Says he 'M sir
must give up its beauty and return to its primitive
state of purely emotional expression.' What W-i2wr
writes to be sung and played needs a new name We
can not call it music. It is not constructed in obedi-
ence to the fundamental laws of the art. We must
not criticise his works or his arguments. We can

RICHARD WAGNER.

as wel as for the living. For the purpose of venting
his spleen at least as much as for that of praising
himself

,
he has established a monthly magazine the

"Baireuther Blatter," of which one of his disciples,Hans von Wolzogen, is the editor, in which he has
proven, to his own satisfaction, that there have been
but two composers really worthy of the name, Bee-
thoven and himself, Beethoven being a sort of ''voice
calling in the wilderness " and opening the vvav for
the coming of the Messiah of music, whom Herr Wag-
ner modestly claims to be. Even Beethoven tripped
miserably, and, therefore, Herr Wagner, some years
ago, '^corrected" and " revised " Beethoven's greatsymphony with choruses, commonly known as the

ninth, thereby raising a general cry of indignationamong German musicians.

So far, it is certain that, though Wagner has suc-
ceeded admirably in raising a party, and a very vio-
lent one at that, he has utterly failed to become, what
he would fain believe he is, the founder of a school,much less of the school of dramatic music. It is true
that here and there an imitator has sprung up and
seized upon the dissonances which are so clear to
Wagnerian ears, and used them as if they were all
there is of the Wagnerian drama, oddly and incon-
gruously mingling the dramatic declamation ofWagner with the lyrical style of the Italian school
into a sort of musical olla podrida, nauseous alike to
- Wagnerians and anti- Wagnerians. Nor

is that to be wondered at. Wagner is the
1 author of his own libretti, and in subor-
dinating the music to the words and to
the dramatic situations, he is not sacri-
ficing himself to another, he is not the
assistant of another (the poet), he is only
settingforth his own literary work in the
best possible manner. Is it not expecting
too much of those who are only musi-
cians, to. think that they will constantly
hide their personality and their art
behind the work of another? And where
are the musicians who, like Wagner, are
dramatists as well as composers? But
even Wagner, who is nothing if not a
consistent theorist, and who has no
motives of personal pride to induce him,
consciously or unconsciously, to let the
musician assert himself above the poet,
fails, even in his latest operas, to con-
ceal the musician behind the librettist.
Wagner, the poet, ishimself lost sight of
by those (friends and foes alike) who
listen to his operas, and it is Wagner,
the musician, it is the music, which he
says is secondary and not the libretto,
which he says is all-important, that
his friends and foes discuss. Is this
not perhaps an indication that, improper
as may be, and doubtless is, the promi-
nence given in many operatic works, to
the music, simply as music and at the
expense of the dramatic action, it is emi-
nently natural that when music and the
drama are wedded together, music should
be given the more prominent place? In
a word, may it not be doubted whether
Wagner, in his endeavor to be true to
the nature and relations of things, has not
faileu to be true to the instincts of man?
In the United States, Wagner is known

exclusively by his earlier works, which
as we have said, are in no respect fair
expositions of his theories, and, perhaps
for that reason, have obtained some de-
gree of popularity. In his knowledge of
the resources of the orchestra he is a mas-
ter and, save Berlioz, he has probably
bad no superior in this respect.

As a man. Wagner is in all respects contemptibleA professed republican, he has, for years, been con-
tent to live on the bounty of the half-crazy king of
Bavaria, who happens to be an admirer of his music-
befriended when he was altogether unknown, and all
but starving, in Paris, by Meyerbeer, be has assaulted
his memory In every possible way; introduced as a
friend into von Billow's household, he made
use of his opportunities to steal from him his
wife (a daughter of Liszt). In him, selfishness and
vanity vie for the precedence and both so far
surpass what is usually seen of the kind that no
ordinary mortal can tell which, in this strange
character, really has the pre-eminence.
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MUSIC A NATURAL LANGUAGE.

HIATEVER may have been its origin, articu-

late speech is now purely conventional. Words,

as words, are not much more than algebraical

signs, varying in value according to a thou-

sand extrinsic circumstances.

Natural or inarticulate language, naturally divides

itself into two branches: intonation, i. e. pitch and

quality of sound, which addresses itself to the ear,

and gesture (including facial expression), which ad-

dresses itself to the eye.

Articulate, or artificial, language is the expression

of thought; inarticulate or natural language, the ex-

pression of feeling. Such expressions as I hate, I love,

Ifear, do not convey to the hearer the feelings of ha-

tred, love or fear; they simply present the ideas of

those feelings as objects of intellectual cognition,

which, if they awaken any corresponding feeling in

the hearer, do so by a circuitous route, i. e. by pre-

senting to the mind, and Anally through the judgment

to the sensibilities, the representations of objects

suited to awaken within the hearer feelings analagous

to those which they conventionally represent. Those

representations indeed may be, as we all know, so

modified by an ironical intonation as to indicate a

feeling the very reverse of that which they conven-

tionally stand for. Such however is not the case with

inarticulate language. The cry of pain of the Poly-

nesian will not be mistaken by the Yankee for an ex-

pression of joy, nor will the smile of either be mis-

taken by the Esquimaux to mean anything else than it

does. And further, the manifestation of any feeling

through inarticulate language begets, not only in the

person towards whom it is manifested, but even in

the mere spectator, a feeling like in kind, if not in

intensity: smiles bring responsive smiles, tears put

one in a sorrowful mood, and the sight of anger pro-

duces in the spectator an analogous sentiment. We
might go on enumerating all the feelings that can be

expressed, and show that (when considered apart

from their causes, which, according as we regard them

as proper or improper, may modify our appreciation

of the feeling itself and thus, indirectly, its conse-

quent responsive feeling) they universally produce in

others feelings of a like nature.

We must not be understood as divorcing articulate

from inarticulate language; they are indeed usually

combined; but in the speaking of a sentence, the

words express the thoughts, the intonation and ges-

tures, the feelings.

Since articulate language, the expression of thought,

acts upon the feelings only indirectly, while inarticu-

late language acts upon them directly, inarticulate

speech has an undeniable superiority in the express-

ion of what is simply sentiment or feeling. And since

mankind are swayed more by feeling than by reason,

that language which enables us to gain direct control

obtained at the hands of most of our educators

Leaving for the present the subject of gestures and

facial expression, or that natural language which ad-

dresses itself to the eye, and limiting our remarks to

intonation, or that natural language which addresses

itself to the ear, we shall find its existence universal,

its meaning uniform.

In inanimate nature there exist certain classes of

sounds which produce in man, and sometimes in

beast, certain classes of feeling. The rumbling of

thunder, the roar of the cataract, are instances of

sounds from inanimate sources which produce awe

and fear; the laughter of a cascade, the babbling of

a brook, are instances of sounds of inanimate origin

that produce mirthfulness. Now, whether, with

Alison or Jeffreys, we regard those feelings as the

result of association, or, with Blair and others, as

the result of direct perception through an innate

sense, it will be seen, upon consideration, that sim-

ilar sounds are nearly always the concomitants of

objects suited to awaken similar emotions. Indeed,

so universally is that felt to be the case that,

if by any chance we hear a sound produced by

some cause which we think inadequate thereto, as,

for instance, the sound of thunder produced by a ball

rolling on a floor overhead, we instinctively experi-

ence much the same feeling of mingled disappoint-

ment and ridicule as we do when we are compelled to

listen to trivial thoughts bombastically expressed.

If now we pass from inanimate to animated brute

nature, we discover there again that the same classes

of sound accompany objects calculated to produce the

same classes of feelings. Thus we find a similarity in

the sound of thunder and that of the lion's roar, and

both are fear-producing objects; we discover a simi-

larity between the sound of the rippling rivulet and the

carol of a bird, and a similarity in the emotions which

those objects, even apart from the sounds which ac-

company them, are suited to awaken.

When, at last, we reach the topmost round of crea-

tion, we see that man, having the most refined and

numerous feelings to express, has been given the most

versatile voice, being able to imitate the tones of al-

most all the inferior animals as well as the sounds of

inanimate nature, and there again we see that the

same classes of sounds express the same classes of

feelings.

Let us not be supposed to be trying to bolster up

some Darwinian hypothesis of a community of origin

of the language of brutes and men, and of a consequent

common descent, for our observations, if true, would

as readily prove us literal Boanerges as improved

apes. We see rather in that common and universal

language, the handiwork of one beneficent Deity, who

has thus given us, at once, a means of understanding

the warnings of the elements and of the beasts of

prey, and of exerting our influence upon the brute

creation by reaching their feelings (their only motive

of action) directly by the expression of our own.

But to resume : Of intonation as manifested in man

—and by intonation we mean both pitch and quality

of sound—it is to be remarked that if, as we claim,

natural language is the expression of feeling, we

should expect that it would indicate, at once, the gen-

eral character of the speaker and the nature of his

feelings at the time of speaking. The facts, we think,

tally with our presumption. We instinctively feel that

the voice of woman is the fit expression of those qual-

ities which belong to her, and that the voice of man

corresponds to those characteristics which are, or

should be his. We know also that the tones of our

own voices instinctively vary with the subjects of

which we may chance to speak, and that we daily

form opinions of men, founded to a great extent upon

their manner of speech and the tones of their voices.

But the sensibilities of a person are affected not only

and hence, we should naturally expect that intonation

would vary with the latter as well as with the former.

We find this again to be true, even among brute?.

Thus, a dog in pursuit of an animal, will vary his tones

so as to clearly indicate the animal's character. As a

rule, the larger the animal the lower will be the pitch

and fuller the tone of its pursuer's voice. The

yelping of a dog in pursuit of a rabbit and his

barking at an ox may serve as illustrations familiar

to every one. In the intonations of the human voice,

the same phenomena take place and with greater

intensity. You talk to your cat and to your horse

in very different tones, and those tones are evidently

regulated by the size and character of the ohject

Which you addiess. Your tones will vary in like

manner when talking to a child and when con-

versing with an adult, when chatting with a small

company and when addressing a large audience.

Music is but a developed form of the natural lan-

guage of intonation, a means of expressing and thus

exciting feeling. To say that it expresses thoughts

in the same sense that articulate speech does is sheer

nonsense. Let us not be j udged too rash if we express

here a doubt, whether such vocal and instrumental

compositions as need to be analyzed and re-analyzed

before they can be understood and enjoyed, even by

cultivated musicians, do not step beyond the natural

language which is true music, to become a sort of

tone-algebra, very scientific but not very artistic. Let

musical critics go forth to battle over the merits of

different composers and schools as much as they

please, the learned composition which happens to be

an attempt at expressing thought through sound will

surely die, no matter how skilled its author, while the

simple ballad, from some unpretentious source, tliat

was content to express feeling may live on the lips and

in the hearts of nations, generation after generation.

We would add but one word. Should any one ob-

ject that, if inarticulate language is the instinctive

expression of the emotions as we pretend, it may be

a matter of curious research, but not a subject of

practical study, we would observe that that objection

assumes that instinct cannot be cultivated-an as-

sumption entirely baseless. To give but one instance:

it is a matter of pure instinct for human beings to

keep their center of gravity in such a position as to

maintain an erect posture, but that instinct as mani-

fested in men in general and the same instinct as de-

veloped in a Blondin are so different in degree, as to

seem, at first sight to be, entirely different in kind.

EW YORK, Cincinnati, Chicago, Cleveland,

and some other cities are to have " May Mu-

sical Festivals "—so is St. Louis, but this last

i^ to\e held in the Review office, from the first to

the thirty-tirst of the month, and will consist of en-

tering the names of the new subscribers to the Ee-

view that are pouring in from all directions. We

shall be disappointed if the net increase of our list

is not over one thousand.

O YOU WANT a Metronome for npthing? If

so, read the publishers' offer on page 232, and

bestir yourselves, for the offer, though not

UuiTted as to time, is limited as to numbers.

"See, the corn curing hero comes," as the musi-

cian remarked when the chiropodist approached.-

Lowell Citizen.
. .

A married lady may be said to be aesthetically

crazed when, upon discovering that her husband is

off on a toot, she gets mad and goes oft on a toot, too.

Kunkel's Pocket Metronome is the best. You can

secure one by sending two subscriptions, bee tun

that lan^uase wnicn enauies us lu gam uiicoL uunLiui I -l.hu u..v»v.^.u . L- - oo^iwo ""•-, j =

of so powerful a lever is certainly worthy of receiving
|
from within by the subject of speech, but also from

|

particulars on page 111.
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THE TRUMP TRUMPETER; OR, THE DISGUISED
DUKE.

An American Story, in Four Chapters, on an
Improved Plan.

[Patent Applied For. ]

Chapter I.

[THEL ROSALINDA BROWN" had been raised
in the lap of luxury, and yet she had yearnings
after the infinite, and felt that she had a mis-
sion, if she could only find it. Vaguely she re-

alized that music was her fate, and since her last
eighteenth birthday (she had had seven consecutive
eighteenth birthdays, and expected to have some more,
for, as we have said, she was a spoiled child of fortune
and her indulgent father allowed her to have whatever
she wanted), ever since her last eighteenth birthday,
she had assiduously doted on Beethoven and played
"The Maiden's Prayer" (Kunkel Brothers' edition,
with arabesques and things), on her fine upright (made
to order by Haines Brothers). She would have gone
upon the stage as a prima donna in a "Pinafore'' cho-
rus, had it not been that her parents had objected and
finally compromised with her bv the gift of an orgui-
nette (bought from Read & Thompson), which played
things with a perfection of technique that reminded
her of "that dear Mr. Sherwood."
Practice upon this instrument increased her love

for music, and many a time and oft, as she sat in her
chamber in her father's palatial residence on Lucas
Place, "in maiden meditation, fancy free," she had
resolved that none but a musician should wed her.
This chamber was a model of elegance and richness.

The bedstead was of polished ivory; the carpets were
the most expensive that could be obtained from Ken-
nard. There was a small fireplace on one side of the
room in which sassafras was burned on week days and
sandal wood on Sundays ; its andirons were of silver
and the poker, (made to order by Mermod, Jaccard &
Co.), was of solid gold and set with rubies and dia-
monds. The rest of the furniture was in keeping, but
we have said enough to show what we can do in the
line of fine writing and feel satisfied that our readers
will admit that we could properly describe it, if we
wanted to ; therefore we desist.
At the divers musical entertainments which she had

attended her attention had been attracted by a foreign
and distingue-looking gentleman whom she had heard
once sing the part of Ralph in "Pinafore," but oft-
ener admired as one of the trombones in the orches-
tra. As often as she had seen him she had felt that
he was somehow connected with her mission. We
shall call him G. Washington Bonaparte, because he
was a German. G. W. B. had a serious, indeed, a
rather pained, look, which the vulgar attributed to dys-
pepsia, but which Ethel Rosalinda Brown intuitively
felt to be due to some secret history which he would
not reveal to his vulgar companions.
Geo. W. Bonaparte had also felt unaccountably

drawn toward Ethel Rosalinda; he had often noticed
her in the dress circle at Pope's, and his loudest blasts
were addressed to her, although the admiring public
knew it not. But Ethel Rosalinda's father was a
wealthy pork-packer, in other words, one of the creme
de la creme of St. Louis aristocracy, and therefore,
each felt that the social gulf that separated them was
impassable.

and would have it sold under the hammer unless his
claims were settled without delay. Now, this Graball
was one of Ethel's rejected suitors. He was neither
young nor handsome, but he was wealthy, and the only
terms of settlement he would accept were either cash
or Ethel's hand. As Ethel's father had not the cash, it
was Hobson's choice with him, and he promised to
secure Ethel's acceptance of the old curmudgeon bv
the next night. J

That evening, after supper, her sire explained the
situation to Ethel Rosalinda Brown. In vain she
wept; in vain she expostulated; rendered almost in-
sane by his losses he insisted upon the sacrifice, which
he claimed was not so great, after all, since Graball
was old and widows are peculiarly fascinating. "Oh
father," cried Ethel, at last, "I cannot, I cannot'""My daughter," said he, ''I have spoken ! Now, take
the lamp up and retire to your room !" "Father, oh
father," said she, while tears filled her blue eyes!
"grant me at least this boon : tell me what is a lamb
pup?" "A lamb-pup. my child," replied he, "is a
young-sheep-dog." She groaned audibly and retired.

Chapter III.

Chapter II.

Shakespere has said : "There's a divinity that shapes
our ends rough," and Ethel Rosalinda's haughty pa-
rent was soon to realize the truth of the poet's words.
It was in the winter of 1882; Ethel's eighth eighteenth
birthday was approaching; to be more exact, it was
on the eleventh of February that Ethel was walk-
ing down Olive street, going to hear Hank in Car-
men. She was dressed elegantly (for her clothes
were the very best that could be furnished by the
Wm. Barr Dry-Goods Co.), when she unexpectedly
met her father, who was hastening homeward with
a look of despair upon his face and mud all over
his good clothes (made by Jacob Christ). Aston-
ished, she stopped him

; he said somethingabout bulls
iinil bears, margins, options and bankruptcies, and as
Ethel was very much afraid of bulls and bears, she
hastened to take refuge within the theatre walls, while
the author of her being pursued his frantic career.
While she is listening to the ravishing strains of

that nightingale, the Hauk, we shall briefly explain
that, urged on by the greed for more wealth, Ethel's
father had gone into wheat options and had lost heav-
ily. When he reached home -he found his principal
creditor, Andrew Graball,waiting for him. Graball in-
formed him that he had already attached his property

I he hour of midnight was approaching, and as
Ethel, brave girl, had determined never, no, never, to
be old Graball 's bride, she stealthily left her father's
mansion, determined to seek a refuge at Cahokia, in
the wildsof Illinois. To avoid observation, she started
to walk through the Missouri Park, but she had
scarcely reached the center of it when a sight which
would have chilled the heart of the bravest, met her
gaze. Alone and unprotected, she turned and fled,
closely pursued by a horrid man, a royal Bengal tiger
and an angry Texas steer. In vain she called for the
police; none of them were about, save one from the
mounted district, who immediately whipped up his
horse in order to report the disturbance to his captain
on Laclede avenue. Ethel Rosalinda thought her last
hour had come, when all at once a trombone blast
(trombone purchased from Nicholas Lebrun) was
heard, and man, tiger and steer fell in a heap as
if they had been bricks from the walls of Jericho. She
had scarcely time to recover from her fright when a
gentleman stepped up to her, saying: "Madame, in
your frantic flight you lost your back hair; allow me
to return it to you and to assure you. that this is the
proudest moment of my life, for I thank Providence
that it lias made me the humble instrument of your
preservation; but may I not retain one tress as my
own ?" She looked up and recognized the trombonist,
and, understanding the feelings of his heart, she
granted his request, although the switch had cost over
hfty dollars at De Donato's. The gentle musician
then politely offered to escort her home, but, sobbing,
she told him she was fleeing her home, and when he
said to her he would protect her, even at the cost of
his life, if her motives were good, she asked him : "Are
you not a disguised duke?" And he modestly admit-
ted that he was, and stated that his name was not
George Washington Bonaparte, but Johann-Chris-
toph-Heinrich-Adelbert von Hohenstaufien. She felt
she could trust a nobleman, and she then and there
told him all, and what she did not tell him he guessed,
so that there, under the midnight stars, their troth
was plighted. He also advised her to return home,
and to trust to him to right things at the last moment!
He took her to her father's door and when the portals
closed behind her lie departed, and nied him to Tony
Faust's to lay in a supply of Teutonic inspiration.
The next day the corpses of the horrid man, the

Bengal tiger and the Texas steer were discovered in
the park, and the coroner, on the evidence of the
police, gave a verdict of suicide in each case.

Chapter IV.

On the following night, Mr. Brown was moodily
smoking his cigar when old Graball appeared, execu-
tion in hand, to demand the answer of Ethel Rosa-
linda. Mr. Brown had to tell him that he would have
to hear his fate from Ethel's own lips, for she had
refused to state what she would or would not do
Ethel, who stood in deshabille behind her father's
chair, without waiting for further parley, indignantly
refused the old curmudgeon, who, turning around,
called in a stentorian voice for a constable, who im-
mediately appeared upon the scene, and informed
Brown that he must pay forthwith or he would hand-
out the red lantern, which he carried on his shoulder,
and would sell him out that very night. Great was
the dismay of Brown pere; greater was the rage of old
Graball; greatest, the fiendish glee of the old deputy
constable, who saw one more victim about to feel the
power of the majesty of the law, represented in his
person. Ethel alone was calm, for she knew in whom
she trusted. Presently the door-bell rang, and, with
a cry of joy, Ethel Rosalinda ran to open it, when

there stalked into the room a man who, as our readers
have foreseen, was the disguised duke. In his right
hand he carried a bag of money, in his left a goose-
quill. Addressing himself to Brown pere he said: "Sir,
I saved your daughter from the hands of the hoodlum,
from the claws of the tiger, and from the horns of the
bull: I will now deliver you from the clutches of the
constable!" Then, turning to old Graball, he said:
"Paid, you played your cards well, but I am going to
take a hand in this game of euchre; I am a trumpeter
and I am going to trump higher than you, for in my
right hand I hold the 'joker.' " Then, turning to the
minion of the law, he said to him: "What is the
amount of the judgment and costs?" "Thirteen dol-
lars and fifty cents," said the constable, grinning, for
he did not know the stranger was a nobleman in dis-
guise, and he did not believe he had so much money.
But his joy was of short duration, for the duke drew
from his bag the exact amount and handing him the
quill made him sign a receipt in full. Mr. Brown was
saved, but the shock was so great that he fainted.
When he came to, the constable and old Graball had
disappeared. Explanations followed, and that very
night Ethel Rosalinda dropped the name of Brown,
and became the Duchess von Hohenstauffen. It will
be some little time before the Duke can recover his
paternal estates from the usurper who now wrong-
fully detains them from him, and so he continues in
the orchestra, Ethel, the Duchess, has found her mis-
sion—she still plays "The Maiden's Prayer," (Kunkel
Brothers' edition with arabesquesand things) ; she still
dotes on Beethoven, but she finds her greatest joy in
attending to her domestic duties, mending the Duke's
socks, etc. i. X). F.

BUSINESS BUZZES.

One of the finest and most expensive musical boxes ever
Drought to tins country was recently purchased by Mr. C. P.
I eck, secretary of the Mutual Union Telegraph Co., for hishome mi Lnglewood, N. J. The importers were Lyon & Healy,
Chicago, and the price paid was .$500.

We are indebted to the Ivers & Pond Piano Company, of
Boston, for a copy of their latest catalogue. It is a model of
unpretentious neatness, which will strike sensible buyers as
the work of men wbo rely upon tbe excellence of their work
rather than upon •' blow" for success.

Mr . Fred'k Hazelton, of the long-established firm of
Hazelton Bros., piano manufacturers, is now traveling in
Europe. While abroad, he will visii, the large establishmentsand examine the constructions of pianos in general, with the
idea of adopting any novelty that is useful or that may be re-garded as an improvement.

Mr. C. E. Woodman, traveling in the interest of the Briggs
Piano Company, of Boston, called at the office of the Review
recently. He reports very line business and the appointment
ot a number ol first-class agents in the Western States.
there is no reason why the Briggs pianos should not become
as popular in the West as they are in Massachusetts.

The increasing demand for goods of the Chase Piano Com-
pany, of Richmond, Ind., has induced them to add a new style
ol upright to their popular li>t. They call this the " CabinetGrand Upright Piano," and it is said to be fully up to the
.standard ol their other and well-known styles. The com-pany is showing commendable energy and enterprise.

By act of the Legislature of Massachusetts the name of
the Mason & Hamlin Organ Co., has been changed to theMason & Hamlin Organ and Piano Co. The reason for this is
that they have commenced the manufacture of Pianofortes
under the Hebard patents. Their piano factory is nearly
completed. Meanwhile, they have pianos in process of man-
ufacture in their other factories, and in premises temporarily
occupied. r J

The Schomacker pianos, which are all provided with Gray's
patent electro-gold-plated piano strings are achieving a de-
served popularity. Aside from the increased elegance of
their appearance, they have an increased resistance to atmos-
pheric action, the gold plating preventing rust quite effect-
ually, a very appreciable advantage in a changeable climate
such as that of the United States. They are just the thing
for the parlors of river boats apd ocean steamers.

As the inevitable reversed carpet tack is expected each
spring to be felt by the sensitive pedestals of the average
householder, so have annual additions and improvements
come to be expected in the music house of Lyon & Healy
Chicago, and this spring, in addition to the magnificent five
story building on Michigan ave., Lake front, which they re-
cently appropriated for manufacturing and storing purposes
they have, at a great expense, leased the large and beautiful
store room on the corner of State and Monroe, next door to
their main entrance and directly under their imported goods
department. This room will be used solely for the exhibition
of the Steinway Concert and Parlor Grand Pianos Visitors
to Chicago should not fail to call and enjoy this splendid
display.

Chiloish logic: A lady sang at a charity concert. She gave
so much pleasure that she obtained the compliment of an
encore. Herlittle daughter who was present broke out in loud
complaints. "It isn't lair! Mamma knew her lesson well It
is not right to make her go over it again !"

If you have not a metronome, now is the time to
get one. See the great premium offer on page 232.
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MAY SONG.

(From the German of Goethe.)

How bright .art thou,
Sweet Nature, hail!

How shines the sun

!

How smiles the vale

!

Prom ev'ry branch
Forth blossoms gush,

A thousand voices
From ev'ry bush.

From ev'ry breast
Delight and mirth.

.

O bliss! Ojoy!
O sun ! O earth !

O love! O love!
So golden bright,

Like morning clouds
On yonder height!

Thy blessings crown
The dewy lields,

The teeming world
That perfume yields.

O maid ! O maid !

How love I thee

!

How beams thine eye

!

How lov'st thou me

!

. As loves the lark
Its blissful lay,

And warming llow'rs
The breath of day,

So love I thee,
With soul and truth;

Thou giv'st me heart
And joy and youth,

For song and dance
And jubilee,

Be happy e'er,

As thou lov'st me!
-Baskerville.

MAX STRAKOSCH.

fO the uninitiated, the life of an operatic mana-
ger seems an easy and enviable one. To travel

over the country in special trains, like a railroad

- president, to put up at the best hotels, and to

take in the shekels which an enthusiastic public are

anxious to transfer from their pockets into his pletho-

ric purse, is all the work which many suppose he has

to do. They little dream of the many davs and nights

of thought which it costs to plan an operatic campaign,

to select the forces thatcan carry it to a successful is-

sue, of the chances which no one can foresee, but

which may suddenly cause him to feel, if not to ex-

claim, that:

"The best laid plans of mice and men
Gang aft agley."

We knew all this before, but we were more than

ever impressed with its truth, after sitting an hour

and a half or more in the room of the well-known
impressario, Max Strakosch, at the Southern Hotel, on

the occasion of his last yisit to this city. We had just

exchanged the civilities of the day and were saying

that we should like to get from him a few reminis-

cences of his managerial experiences for publication

in the Review, and he had just begun, while open-

ing a telegram, to say:
" My dear fellow, if I were in New York "

when in entered Dr. Gardini, with a message from

his wife, Mine. Gerster. We leaned back in our chair

and waited. He had not half finished when up came
Edgar Strakosch (Max's nephew) with a couple of

telegraphic messages. One was, if we remember
rightly, from Quincy, III., and threatened a suit if he

failed to play his company there on a certain date;

another was from Philadelphia, in reference to some
change of dates. They were read, passed upon,

answers dictated to " Edgar"—then some correspond-

ence was referred to him, with brief directions, and
again he turned to speak to us. But as Edgar went
out of the door, in popped, in all her glory, Fraulein

von Arnhem, who, in remarkably clear English for a

Fraulein (?), had made known her wishes in reference

to some tickets, etc., before she had discovered that

a stranger was present. The matter was speedily

arranged and she departed, but we thought she had
returned, for another knock immediately admitted a

lady of somewhat similar appearance, who, how-
ever, as she advanced, said, "Mr. Strakosch, I do

not suppose you remember me, but here is a note

from Miss Schumacher (Mile. Eicci), which will

refresh your memory. My name is H.—Miss Mary
II.

v (mentioning the name of a certain amateur elocu-

cutionist). "Edgar" (he had returned with more tel-

eo-rams) , " give the lady two seats for to-night!"

Tims it went, for fully an hour. At last there was a

momentary lull, and, turning to us, he continued, as

if there had been but a second's interruption in his

talk. " If I were in New York, I'd show you my

scrap-books, note-books, etc., but here I can't—
what do you want?—reminiscences? I hardly know
where to begin or where to end! "

We suggested that the beginning was a good start-

ing place and that the end would make a good finish.

Then, while sorting over his correspondence, he told

us how twenty-live years ago he had begun as agent

for his elder brother, Maurice, the management of a

troupe of which Theresa Parodi was the star; then

traveled through the West with Thalberg, the great

pianist—then, again as his brother's agent, went to

Europe with Adelina Patti. Then he dwelt with suf-

ficient interest to actually drop his letters altogether

upon the first of his own ventures—Gottschalk,
whom he characterized as essentially a dreamer, gen-

erous to a fault, poetical almost to excess, amiable

even under trying circumstances, and, he added,

with emphasis, "always successful." Carlotta Patti

began at the same time her concert career under

Strakosch. Then came Mile. Cordier,. since dead,

and Brignoli, who will never die. Then the war of

the rebellion raged and upset things. One day, while

reading over the New York Herald, he discovered that

Carlo Patti had been made a prisoner of war by the

Union forces. Max procured his release on his taking

the oath of allegiance, ''bought him a fiddle" and,

doubtful of the result, but, wishing to feel the public

pulse, gave a concert at Irving Hall, New York,

taking care to have Carlo's papers of allegiance in

his pocket. The concert was a success and they

started on the road. At Buffalo, the papers attacked

Carlo Patti as a "Southern murderer;" the United

States marshal asked for an explanation; it was
given, and was so satisfactory that he gave Max a

letter for publication in the papers. The advertising

had been thorough, though not intentional, and the

result was six concerts to crowded houses, instead of

two, as originally intended. "By the way" he

added, "Carlo was married in New Orleans to a

Creole girl of good family, and the fat woman who
claimed to be his widow when he died here in Sr,

Louis (NullyPieris) never was married to him!" Then
he went with Brignoli to Europe, whence he soon

returned with a small concert company consisting of

James Wehly, the pianist, Laura Harris, vocalist, and

a rarity in the shape of a lady 'cellist, Helena de

Katow, a Russian.
These were but the beginnings, however, a course

of training, so to speak, for the larger held of oper-

atic management which he definitely entered just after

the war. It were too long to recount the doings of each

successive season that followed, but it may not be

uninteresting to give the names of some of the prin-

cipal artists who were introduced to the American
public by Max Strakosch: Mme. Ghioni, Susiiii,

Errani, Mme. Strakosch (Amelia Patti), Manconsi,

Marra, Macafferri Massimiliani; Parepa, Brignoli,

Adelaide Phillips, Mme. de la Grange, Orlandini,

Nilsson, Mario, Campanini, Capoul, Del Puente,

Maurel, Nanetti, Maresi, Albani, Cary, Muzio, Tiet-

jeus, Kellogg, Marie Roze, Litter, Theresa Singer,

Belocca, Torriani, Petrovitch, Castelmary, etc.

Strakosch has made fortunes and lost them again

in his business, but, while others have disappeared

after their first failure, he always reappears the next

season, determined to win, if experience and energy

can secure success. Since he has entered the field as

an impressario there has never been a season when he

did not have some company on the road. The result

is that the name of Strakosch has become a household

word among the lovers of music, who have learned to

know that Strakosch always does what he promises

and always gives one hundred cent's worth for every

dollar they pay him.
The work he has performed, the ups and downs he

has experienced, would had laid nine men out of ten

in the grave, but they have left no mark upon him
save a tinge of gray upon his still luxuriant hair. He
is good for twenty-five years of active life yet, and

we shall be disappointed if his perseverance and

pluck do not, and that before long, secure for him
their due reward, financially. Of one thing we are

certain, more than one manager will appear, disap-

pear and be forgotten, before Max Strakosch ceases

to be the best and most favorably known manager of

opera in the United States.

THE METRONOME.

HE idea of utilizing the isochronous character of

the oscillations of a pendulum to enable compo-

sers to indicate the tempo at which they intend

- that their composition shall be taken, and per-

formers to know beyond peradventure, the intention of

the composers in this respect, is due to a Frenchman,

Etienne Loulie, who, in a work published in Pans, in

1696, describes a metronome, or, as hecalltdit, chro-

nometer, of his own invention. Loulie*s machine was,

however, too cumbersome, and, so were a number of

other "chronometers" or metronomes invented in

succession in France, Germany, and England. These

inventions were all superseded finally by the instru-

ment now known as Maelzel's Metronome; although

it would seem that that which mainly distinguished it

from previous inventions, i. e. the use of a double pen-

dulum (that permitted the making of a more compact

machine) was, in reality, the invention of one Win-

kel, of Amsterdam. Maelzel began to manufacture

his metronomes in Paris in the year 1816, and the met-

ronomes now in use, and bearing his name, differ in

no essential point from those then made. Maelzel's

instrument, however, although perfect in some re-

spects, is open to at least two objections: 1st. Though

less cumbersome than its predecessors, it is yet too

much so to be really portable. 2d. Its cost puts it

bevond the reach of many who need a metronome.

Who needs a metronome? Every musician, teacher,

or learner, vocalist or instrumentalist. What do they

need it for? To enable them to take the tempo as indi-

cated, by figures, in the best editions of all first-class

works. Right here, let us say, that the best teachers

are agreed that the metronome is not an instrument to

study by—it is to indicate the time, not to beat it in

the place of teacher or pupil.

To meet the demands for a cheap and portable in-

strument, the publishers of the Review have, by com-

bining the principle of Loulie's metronome, witli cer-

tain modern appliances, contrived a pocket metro-

nome, scarcely larger than a lady's watch, more accu-

rate than Mae'lzers, less likely to get out of order, and

furnished at a price that brings it within reach of the

humblest purses. One thousand of these will be dis-

tributed as premiums to this paper, as will be seenuy

reference to page 232 in this number. First come,nm
served, and remember, one thousand is only ten hun-

dred, so that if you wi^h to get one as a premium you

ought to bestir yourself immediately.

"Kindness can lead me!" said the rough and
drunken W . He was wrong—a policeman had

to do it.

—

Phila. Item.

I swore she was my ownest love, and squeezed her

little waist. She cooed like any suckling dove, as her

sweet lips I'd taste. "My husband won't be home
till late," she said, which made us laugh. We little

dreampt behind the door was hid a photograph.

(Result: Funeral from late residence.)— iSan Francisco

Post.

KUCKEN.

NOTHER well-known name has been added to

the list of the departed. Fiiedrich Wilhelm

Kiicken, one of the people's song writers, has

just died in Schwerin, Germany, in his seventy-

second year. He was born November 10, 1810, in

Bleckede, Hanover. His youthful compositions at-

tracting the attention of the Grand Duke of Mecklen-

burg Schwerin. As a result he became at first a mem-

ber of the ducal orchestra, playing the flute and

violin, and at the age of nineteen, professor of music

to the hereditary prince, whom he accompanied to

Berlin, where he took lessons of Rombach and pub-

lished his first opera, "Die Flucht nach den Schweiz?

which had a great success After spending some tune

at the court of the king of Hanover, he visited Vienna.

and in this city some of his ballads first attracted at-

tention. In 1841 he removed to Vienna, where he

studied under Lechter. In the early part of 1843 he

conducted the great Maennerohor festival of St. (jail

and Appenzel. and then took up his residence in

Paris, where he studied orchestration under Haleyy,

and writing for the voice under Bordogni, and wrote

his opera "Der Priitendent," which he brought out

at Stuttgart in 1847, and several songs, to six of

which Heine furnished words. In 1851 he became

joint Capellmeister with Lindpaintner, and continued

io fill the post alone after that composer's death, in

1856, till his resignation in 1861. Among his compo-

sitions may be cited, in addition to operas, five son-

atas for piano and violin, and one hundred and twenty

songs and ballads, the words of many of which have

been translated into English. In the last mentioned

year he retired to Schwerin. Kiicken's chief fame

rests in his songs and duets, some of which, such as

"Das SterneUin" and "0 Weine Nicht," enjoyed an ex-

traordinary- popularity more particularly with am-

ateurs and the masses. Some of them are also very

popular in the United States and England, notably

the "Trab Trafc," published in a recent number of

the Review, "The Maid of Judah," and -Hie

Swallows."
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MRS. E. ALINE OSGOOD.

[MMA ALINE OSGOOD, whose picture appears
on this page, and who is one of the solo sing-
ersof the May festivals of New York, Chicago,
Cleveliind and Cincinnati, is a native of Bos-

ton, Mass. Her family was musical, and her father
had a rich basso voice, while the full toned contralto
of her mother was famous throughout the little com-
munity and circle which formed Mrs. Osgood's early
New England home. Living thus in an atmosphere
of music and musical taste, Mrs O-good became pas-
sionately fond of her future profession. From her
singing in the choirs at church on Sundays, it was
soon discovered, both by her relatives and herself
that she possessed a voice of touching sweetness and
remarkable power.
Her first appearance in public was at her native

town, where in 1873 she sang with the Beethoven
Quintette Club. Being very successful in her first
efforts, the club engaged her for a tour through
Canada, and for two years she sang with the
club in various parts of "that
country and in the United States.
In February, 1875, she decided to
go to England to study oratorio,
with Signor Randegger, the best
master in England. In October,
1875, she made her first appearance
at the Crystal Palace, but she did
not sing again until early in 187G,
when she fulfilled several engage-
ments with Charles Halle in the
provinces, and then reappeared at
the Crystal Palace. From that
time on her star has been in the
ascendant, and to-day there is
probably no singer more popular
among the English than Mrs. Os-
good. She has practically made
England her home since 1875,
although she visited this country
in 1880—the present being her sec-
ond visit home. She is considered
one of the best oratorio singers
living.

Now what is the practice of amateur singers gen-
erally in regard to singing a ballad? To begin with,they generally make a poor selection, a song not inter-esting in itself, or not agreeable to their voices. The
ballad chosen, the melody is tried over a few times bvthe piano, the words read over, and the ballad-singer
is ready for the stage. The preparation is insufficient
at all points, iones are not well made and delivered
the phrasing lacks coherence, and there is no dramatic
intensity in the interpretation. The performance falls
flat. 1 here are singers in this city who have appeared
in public to sing a ballad after three days' study.
Treat the ballad like a dried apple. Give it "plenty

of time to swell. Think it over. Read it several
tunes. Get the story of it in mind. Find the point
of the story and learn to bring it out. In otherwords, form a thorough conception of it and learn tobung it out in your singing, and you will Undonesong thoroughly mastered better than a whole dust-pan full of the half-learned ditties which constitute
the repertory of amateurs in general.
Nevertheless, it is not necessary to confine the

HOW TO SING A B\LLAD.

BALLAD is a simple song,
generally a story. The
Olden ballads, of which
" Chevy Chase " is an ex-

ample, were long poems, in some
cases not by a single writer, but by
many; successive stanzas having
been added by accretion through a
long series of years. Modern bal-
lads are miniatures of th se old
ones. They present in general
some simple, attractive picture,
and a melody of agreeable and ex-
pressive cadence.
The great mistake of young sing-

ers and amateurs generally In
regard to ballad singing is that of
supposing it easy. On the con-
trary, to do it w. 11 is very difficult.
But the very difficulty of it makes
it the better worth attaining, for no
form of singing conveys so much
pleasure. To sing a ballad well
requires three kinds of skill •

1. Declamation of the text.
2. Formation and delivery of the tone.
3. Phrasing and interpretation.
Declamation includes, of course, distinct enuncia-
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la ge held for the exercise of individual intelligence,
this quality so easy to name, and so difficult to expe-
rience, is to be acquired in one way only, namely, bv
hearing and study of the best models. All of these
points, as will be perceived by the careful reader, can
be attained only by the expenditure of considerable

AMBROISE THOMAS.

MBROISE THOMAS is probably best known
to the American public by his charming
opera of "Mignon," originally produced at
the Pans Opera Comique, November 17, 1866,

and since played in three or four languages all over
the world. His latest opera "Francesco, da Rimini"
was produced with great magnificence at the Paris
brand Opera on the 14th ultimo. Mr. Thomas was
born at Metz, August 5th, 1811, and is therefore nearly
seventy-one years of age. His father was a musi-
cian, and began his son's musical training at a very
early age. At four years of- age he began the study
of the rudiments of music, and at seven that of the
piano. He was but a lad when he entered the Con-
servatoire of Paris, where he became the pupil of
Zimmerman, for the piano; Dourlen, in harmony:
and Lesueur, in composition. Mr. Thomas early
became a pianist of remarkable capacity, but he was
too much of a musician to be satisfied with the
laurels of a mere virtuoso, and, as early as 1837, he

h ad prod uced at the Opera Com ique
his first musico- dramatic work,
"Za Double Echdle," which proved
a genuine success. " Francesca
da Rimini" is his twenty-second
operatic work, and as yet opinions
differ as to its real merit. In due
course of time Mr. Thomas became
one of the professors of the Con-
servatoire where he had before
been a pupil, and when Auber
died in 1871, Thomas was speedily
chosen to succeed him as its direc-
tor. This position he has since
occupied with honor to himself
and to this famous institution.
Although past his "three score
years and ten," Ambroise Thomas
is far from being an old man in
energy or in the preservation and
activity of his musical faculties.
Naturally a thinker and worker,
work and thought seem to agree
with him and to add to his vigor,
both of mind and body, and his
latest opera is probably not yet his
last, Mr. Thomas has hid a suc-
cessful career, and, while he is
hardly to be considered a genius,
he has certainly shown great and
real talent and indefatigable in-
dustry, and his name will live.

repertory to one song. Others can be learned in the
same way.— Chicago Sunday Herald.

A German writer in an English paper says of
Brahms: "Notwithstanding the laudatory epithets
showered upon him by his admirers, he is, after all,
but an epigone, who, with much academical erudition'
skillfully manipulates themes which prove only too
clearly the lack of creative power. The promise of his
earlier works, which showed the vigor and freshness of
youth, has not been fulfilled, for in all his works there
is a tortured straining after originality which is most
disappointing." Many musicians will cordially a'o-ree
with these remarks, while others will freely deny their
truth. It must be confessed that Brahms' compositions
exhibit a higher intellectual than emotional power,
and that many of his movements are tedious in the
extreme. He seems to lack wholly spontaneity, and
even the grandeur sometimes met with in his works
is labored. Brahms has not the gift of melody, in
which respect Rubinstein is far ahead of him. It
is a question whether the compositions of Brahms
will not lose ground very soon after his death.—Ex.

MISS KELLOGG'S "FAREWELL.

AYS an Eastern paper : "Miss
Clara Louise Kellogg's fare-
well appearance in Boston
a few weeks ago was not, it

seems, a farewell appearance, after
all. as the lady is to be seen and
heard again at the opera festival.
However, it would perhaps be
well to remember that there are
degrees in this leave-taking. First
comes the farewell appearance,
then the positively farewell ap-
pearance, then the positively last
farewell appearance. When this
stage is reached it may be safely
surmised that the farewell busi-

ness is gradually approaching its termination. The
famous Grisi kept on farevvelling until she had
repeated the process in fourteen successive fare-
well engagements. Ristori has made numberless
farewell appearances, and the end is not yet.
Sims Reeves began to farewell some years ago,
and has, over and over, led everybody to believe
that he had retired into privacy for good and all ; but
up he pops again, like a jack-in-a-box, and begins
the whole sad ceremony once more from the very
beginning. It must be a genuine pleasure to artists
to say farewell, for if it were sad, they would not
be willing to say it as often as they do."

" I've been talking with thy sire-
Mary mine ! Mary mine !

And 1 simply did inquire
If he would ! Mary mine

!

When it kinder raised his ire,
And he got as mad as fire,
And he said he'd kick me higher
Than the M. E. Church's spire-
Mary mine ! Mary mine

!

If I ever did aspire
To thine hand, Mary mine !"

—Ex.
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OUR MUSIC.

We offer our readers this month seven pieces of
music, which for excellence and variety challenge
competition.

No. 1. "• Lucrezia Borgia," Fantasia, is No. 15
of Jean Paul's celebrated operatic fantasies. The
recognition winch this entire series (of 24) has re-
ceived at the hands of musicians, professional as well
us amateur, makes it unnecessary for us to say any-
thing further about this composition. Among t lie

many who have recommended these compositions we
may mention Julie Hive-King, S. B. Mills, Robert
Goldbeck, Emil Liebling G. II. Andres. Carl Fradel,
Epstein Brothers, and Carlyle Petersilea. Special
attention is called to the lesson accompanying this

piece which ought to be worth a rive-dollar bill to
any student of music.

No. 2. " Merry Sleigh Bells" (galop), and

No. 3. "Joys op Spring" (waltz), are from Carl
Sidus' set of " Honeysuckles." This sej: is so favor-
ably known that the mere mention of the fact that
these pieces belong to it, is a sufficient recommenda-
tion for all those who have young pupils and for all

beginners at the piano.

No. 4. "Skylark Polka" (duet), Dreyer, is one
of the most charming and graceful duets that come
within the reach of the majority of amateurs. Al-
though it offers no real difficulties, it is so brilliant
and full of dash that it gives the listener the impres-
sion of being a very difficult piece.

No. 5. This is No. 3 of Czerny's "Etudes de la

velocite." Tins is another illustration of the care
that has been bestowed upon the revision and annota-
tion of this edition of Czerny's celebrated work.
The entire series is published in two books and costs
one dollar less than other editions, although infinitely

superior in all respects.

No. 6. "Then You'll Remember Me."— This
popular and beautiful song from Balfe's " Bohemian
Girl " is here given with both English and German
text, conforming in this respect to all the songs pub-
lished in the Review. The song is given in the key
of C, which brings it within the range of the majority
of voices. The accompaniment also has been greatly
improved, so as to offer fewer difficulties to singers
who are obliged to play their own accompaniments.

No. 7. "Wedding Bells," Eoeckel. — This song
needs but to be sung to be appreciated. What we
have said above in reference to arrangement, accom-
paniment, etc., applies also to this charming ballad.

PREMIUM OFFER EXTRAORDINARY.

KUNKEL'S POCKET METRONOME.

$2.00

This metronome is no larger than a lady's watch, can readily

be carried in the vest pocket, is always ready for use, simple in

its mechanism, and absolutely perfect in its action. Desiring
at once to introduce it and to increase the circulation of

Kunkel's Musical Review, we will give away | OOO as

premiums.

NOW lEtl-J^TD OUR OFFER!
We will give one of these beautiful instruments to every

person who will send us two new yearly subscriptions and ten
cents, to prepay postage on the metronome, until the entire
1000 are exhausted. This is exclusive of the regular premium
offered with each subscription.

First come, first served ! "The early bird catches the worm !"

Who'll be first?

NEW MUSIC.
Among the latest of our issues we wish to call the special

attention of our readers to the pieces mentioned btlow. We
will send any of these compositions to those of our subscribers

who may wish to examine them, with the understanding that

they may be returned in good order, if they are not suited to

their taste or purpose. The names of the authors are a suffi-

cient guarantee of the merit of the compositions, and it is a

fact now so well known that the house of Kunkel Brothers is

not only fastidious in the selection of the pieces it publishes,

but also issues the most carefully edited, lingered, phrased,

and revised publications ever seen in America, that further

notice of this fact is unnecessary.

PIANO SOLOS.
Chopin's Best Thoughts selected, revised, and carefully

fingered (foreign fingering) by Charles and Jacob Kunkel

:

Thine Image, Bumanza F. Chopin $ 75
First Love F. Chopin 60
Will O' The Wisp (Caprice-Etude) F.Chopin 75
Consolation F. Chopin 50
Spring Waltz... r. F.Chopin 35
Summer Waltz F. Chopin 35
Autumn Wal tz F. Chopin 50
Awakening of Spring, (Polka-Caprice) .. J.J. Vcellmecke 60
Angelic Chimes Reverie J.J. Vcellmecke 50
Valse Caprice (Summer Sky) J. J. Vcellmecke 60
Sadia >cnottische Lysandra Clemmons 35
Beads of Champagne (Polka Capri, e) Ernest Schuetz 60
Satellite {Polka cle Concert) J C. Alclen, Jr. 1 00
Tales from the Vienna Woods Waltz, written for and dedi

cated to U Joseffy, Strauss, (Grande Paraphrase cle

Concert) Julie Rive-King 1 50
Dreaming by the Brook {Morceau de Concert), R. Goldbeck 1 00
En Avant (Galop) R. Goldbeck 50
La Varsovienne R. Goldbeck 50
The Military (March) R. Goldbeck 50
Murmuring Waves (Reverie) R. Goldbeck 50
Spanish Students (Caprice) R. Goldbeck 50
Spring Dawn ( Polka Caprice) — E. Bchaeffer-Klein 60
Woodbird Polka E. Schaeffer-Klein 60
Memory's Dream (Fantasia). J. R. Ahalt 611

Titania (Caprice- Valse) William Merkel lb
T vvilight Musings ( Reverie and Waltz) E. F. Johnson 50
Gavotte, in A minor, as performed by Julie Rive-King at

her concerts F. Brandeis 75
Stella (Valse de Concert), (Edition de Salmi) G. Satter 1 00
Valse Caprice (Grand Valse de Concert) A Strelezki 1 50
Gavotte (in G major) A. Strelezki 60
Berceuse (Cradle Song) A. Strelezki 40
Flash and Crash (Grand Galop) S. P. Snow 1 00
Vita (Valse Caprice) Dr. E. Voerster 50

BOOKS.
Goldbeck's Harmony, elegantly bound $150
Goldbeck's Musical Science Primer 50
The best text- books upon their respective subjects.

KUNKEL'S ROYAL EDITION
Of Standard Piano Composition with revisions, explanatory

text, ossias, and careful fingering (foreign fingering) by Dp.

Hans Von Bulow, Dr. Franz Liszt, Carl Klindworth,

Julie Rive-King, Theodore Kullak, Louis Kohler, Carl

Reinecke, Robert Gold beck, Charles and Jacob Kunkel,

and others
A Starry Night Sydney Smith $ 75
La Baladine Ch. H. Lysberg 75
Warblings at Eve — Brinley Richards 50
Monastery Bells Lefebure Wely 50
lieturn of Spring Theodore Mcelling 75
Spinnerlied Wagner-Liszt 1 00
Spinnerlied Litolff 75
Heiinweh ( Longing for Home) Albert Jungmann 35
Chant du Berger M. de Colas 40
L'Argentine Mazurka (Silver Thistle) Eugene Ketterer 75
Bonnie Doon and Bonnie Dundee (Fantasia) . Willie Pape 75
Nocturne in D fiat (TJleeding Heart) Dohler 60

Teachers will please remember that these pieces need only

to be seen in their new dress, to secure for them at once the

recognition of being the finest edition extant.

The Royal edition will eventually comprise all the classical

as well as modern compositions, and its numbers will be adver-

tised in the Keview as they are published.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
A full line of the pieces included in this edition is kept by

the houses mentioned below, who are our agents for its sale.

Teachers and others can examine them there, and both they

and the trade will be supplied by these firms at precisely the

same rates as by us

:

H. Ahlrich, Cleveland, Ohio.
Pancoast Allen, Wilmington, Del.
W. H. Bonner & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
E. D. Buckingham, Utica, N. Y.
Buentano's Literary Emporium, New York City.
H. E. Copper, Petersburg, 111.

Conover Bros., Kansas City, Mo.
Frank. H. Chandler, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston, Mass.
Denton & Cottier, Buffalo, N. Y.
Daynes & Coalter, Salt Lake City, Utah.
J. F. Ellis & Co., Washington, D. C.
D. P. Faulds, Louisville, Ky.
Ignaz Fischer, Toledo, Ohio.
H. A. French, Nashville, Tenn.
Gibbons & Stone, Rochester, N. Y.
Louis Grunewald, New Orleans, La.
C. A. Griswold, Hartford, Conn.
M. J. D. Hutchins, Springfield, Mass.
J. H. Hidley. Albany, N. Y.
H. Kleber & Bro., Pittsburgh, Pa.
S. It. Leland & Son, Worcester, Mass.
Leiter Bros., Syracuse, N. Y.
Lyon & Healy, Chicago, 111.

Milwaukee Music Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
Geo. D. Newhall & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.

T. II. Schneider, Columbus, Ohio.
A. Shattinger, St. Louis, Mo.
C. T. Sisson, Waco, Texas.
M. Steinert, New Haven, Conn.
M. Steinert & sons, Providence, R. I.

Sherman, Clay & Co., San Francisco, Cal

.

Spalding, Algkr & Osbokn, Troy, N. Y.
Otto Sutro, Baltimore, Md.
V. Walter, Alton, 111.

A. WALDTEUFhL, San Jose, Cal.
J. P. Weiss, Detroit, Mich.
E. Witzmann & Co., Memphis, Tenn.

PREMIUMS FOR 1882.

Every yearly subscriber to Kunkel's Musical Review will,

upon sending ten cents additional to prepay postage,

receive as a premium either Kunkel's Parlor Album No. 1 and

Kunkel Bros.' Album of Music, or Kunkel's Parlor Album No. 2

and Kunkel Bros.' Album of Music (for contents see below).

Parties preferring both Parlor Albums, will receive same as

premium upon payment of 50 cents additional.

KUNKEL'S PARLOR ALBUM No. 1.-128 Pages ; $20 worth of Music.

CONTENTS—VOCAL.
I Love But Thee (English and German words) Robyn.
The Parting (duet; English and Italian words) 'Jambunllo.
Bliss All Raptures Past Excelling (vocal waltz) Robyn.
Leave Me N ot Lonely Tamburello.
The Wedding Day (English and German words) Mdez.
Angels' Visits Melnotte.
The Stolen Kiss (English and German words) Kpstein.
t he Penitent's Prayer Kunkel.
The Brigl.test Eyes Stigelli.

Why Are Roses Red? (Eng., Italian, and Ger. words).. Melnotte.

INSTKUMhNTAL.
Norma (operatic fantasie, with lesson) Paul.
II Trovatore (operatic fantasia, with lesson) Paul.
William Tell (operatic fantasia with lesson) Paul
Martha (operatic fantasia) Paul.
Bubbling Spring (caprice, with le.-son) Rive-King.
Gem of Columbia (grand galop, with lesson/ Siebert.
Skylark Polka (with lesson) Dreyer.
Shower of Rubies (tone poem, with lesson) Prosinger.
Maiden's Longing (reverie, with lesson) Goldbeck.
Love's Devotion (romanza, with lesson) Goldbeck.
The First Ride (galop) Sidus.
Cuckoo and the Cricket (rondo) Sidus.
Waco Waltz Sisson.
The Jolly Blacksmiths (caprice, with lesson) Paul.

KUNKEL'S PARLOR ALBUM No. 2—128 Pages; $20 worth of Music.

CONTENTS—VOCAL.
Thou'rt Like U nto a Flower Rubinstein.
Because I Do (Ballad) Molloy.
I DinnaKen the Reason Why Foulon.
Heart Tried and True Kunkel.
Come Again Days of Bliss Schleiffavth.
One Little Moment; More, Maud (Ballad) Estabrook.
Row Slumber, Love (Barcarolle) Rembielinski.
Life's Lights and Shadows Robyn.
When Through Life (Duet or Solo) Concert Waltz. Schonacker.

INSTRUMENTAL.
Twilight Reverie (with lesson) Goldbeck.
Dream of the Lily (with lesson) He* tel.

Traviata (Operatic Fantasia—with lesson) Paul.
Twilight Musings (Reverie Waltz—with lesson) Johnson.
Beads of Champagne (Polka Caprice) Schuetz.
Careless Elegance (Quickstep) Schleiffai th.

Shepherd's Morning Song (Idyl) Paid.
Summer Sky (Wab z—with lesson) Voellmecke.
Ashes of Roses (Valse Caprice) Goldbeck.
Echoes of the Woods (with lesson) Paul.
Angelic Chimes (An Evening Reverie) Voellmecke.
The Banjo (Ethiopian Sketch) Melnotte.
Peep O' Day Waltz Rochow.
Spring Waltz Chopin.
Summer Waltz Chopin.
May Galop Sisson.

INSTRUMENTAL DUETS.
The Cuckoo and the Cricket Sidus.
The Jolly Blacksmiths paul.
Love's Greetings (Schottische) Siebert.
Gem of Columbia (Galop) Siebert.

KUNKEL BROS.' ALBUM OF MUSIC-64 Pages ; $12 worth of Music.

CONTENTS—VOCAL.
Within a Mile of Edinboro' Town (Scotch Ballad) Scotch
I Heard the Wee Bird Singing George Unley.
Chiligowai ibedory (Comic) HA. Saxton.
Put your Trust in One Above E. E. Rommega
The Cot on the Hill (Die Huett auf dem Berg).Frank Lararide.
Five O'clock in the Morning (Ballad) Clanbel.
Eva Ray—Ballad juw gyre.
Fannie Powers—Song and Dance Eddie Fox.
How Can I Leave Thee (Ach wie ist's moeglich) Cramer.
When the Swallows Homeward Fly Franz AM.
'Tis the Last It se of Summer (Die Letzte Rose) Flotow.
When the Corn is Waving, Annie, Dear .Chas. Blamphin.
The Lass o'Boontree (Schoen Kate O'BoontreehG. Estabrook.
Home, Sweet Home (Suesse Heimath) Sir Henry R. Bishop.
Allie May-Ballad Holmes.
Little Birdie May (Kleines Voeglein Mai) Jas. Green.

INSTRUMENTAL.
Shepherd's Bells—Idylle jenn raul.
Shakespeare Ma< ch Jacob Kunkel
Harps in the Fairy Land—Romance Jean I aui.

Visitation Convent Bells Jacob Kvnkel.
Greeting to Spring (Salut au Printemps) Albert Lutz.
Zeta Phi March j. L. Hickok.
Shepherd's Return March Jean Paul.
Violets Blue Jacob Kuikel
Lauterbach Waltz Albeit Liitz.

Philomel—Polka Elegante Chas. Kunkel.
Puck—March e Grotesque Claude Melnotte.
Pearl and Diamond Polka Henry Hahv.
Subscribers for six months may choose either of these

books.
Parties preferring other premiums, will please address the

publishers and receive their complete premium circular and
catalogue, containing a very extensive list of vocal and instru-
mental pieces, both modern and classical, from which they
may select their own premiums.
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1st Inversion of Diminished Triad in a Sequence.

Ex.
368.
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HARMONY.

2d Inversion of the Diminished Triad incidentally.
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3G9.

The Chord of the Extreme Fifth.

§ 205. There is one more chord, bnilt upon the 3d tone (mediant) of the

minor scale: the chord of the extreme 5th. It has been used as an argu-

ment against the recently adopted system of " Altered chords ", which dis-

penses with the difficult and limitless explanation of tone combinations

which have undergone chromatic change, by waiving their exact chord sta-

tus, and considering chromatic changes as merely incidental modifications.

The practical composer will no doubt side with the system of " altered

chords", because that is precisely the way in which he does modify, or

enhance by contraction or expansion—whenever there is room for it—his

harmonies.

Chord of the extreme 5th. 1st Inversion. 2d Inversion.

Ex.
370.

:fe.
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The chord in question can be regarded as an individully distinct chord,

but as such it offers a very limited field of legitimate contrasted association

with other chords. As an incidental alteration of the chord of the Tonic it

has no further claim as a separate chord, and may be utilized whenever con-

venient.

The Chord of the Extreme Fifth
in series illustrating its relationship in the Third and in the Fifth.

Ex.

371.

I'in nit.

ife

*Rel.
r

—

in the 5th

:*g=

22:

**srf

Relationship in
the 3d.

Relationship in
the 3d.
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(Ex. 371 continued.)

"»-

m
Dim. Triad

:Sg: M

Relationship in
the 5th.

We have endeavored in Ex. 371 to have the chord of the extreme 5th ap-
pear as a distinctly individual chord. Vocally such a combination of chord
progression would offer serious difficulties. The progression in the Bass
part at J is particularly unsatisfactory and unvocal.

A Vocal example avoiding the more difficult combinations.

§ 206. In its second inversion, with a diminished 4th as its foundation,
the chord of the extreme 5th is practicable incidentally only in the following
manner

:

3 Voices.

Ex.
373.

1zt-E—tk-

r-r

£=£
§ 207. The chord of the extreme 5th is in reality an incidental result of

the introduction of the leading tone in the minor scale.

Minor scale and chords withont leading tone. Minor scale and chords with leading tone.

fl

HAEMONY.

introduction of the chord of the extreme 5th as an altered chordMm
171

» Voices

The Chord of the Extreme Fifth
allied to unrelated chords.

§ 208. Its tendencies of resolution to related chords are so marked that
unrelated combinations offer no very acceptable result.

The Chords of the Scale combined.
§ 209. The following example comprises all the three-toned chords of

the major and minor mode (except that of the extreme 5th) together with
the chord of the Dominant 7th. Due regard is paid to fluency in each part,
to rise and fall and the general beauty of melody, to symmetry of form
through similarity in the number of measures, contrast in the pauses marked
by the whole notes, and to the capacity of the voices in conformity with
their natural compass. The prescribed rules are duly heeded : Avoidance
of consecutive fifths and octaves, of cross relation and augmented intervals.
The leader ascends, the subleader descends, except at such points were
special law requires their departure from this rule. The two resources of
repeating chords, and giving a new chord at each step, have alternately been
made use of.
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(Ex. 376 continued.)

§ 210. A few examples are given for the formation of incidental chords

by means of organ points and passing tones in different parts. These are

fertile resources of composition, relieving the monotony of plain chords.

Some of these incidental chords resemble chords of the 7th or their inver-

sions, or other chords of even more extended compass. Kesearch would go

too far to ascertain the exact status of each of these incidental chord form-

ations. Speedier and more thorough progress will be made by the student

in the analysis of chord series, by tracing the organ points, short or long,

from their introduction to their termination, separating from them the asso-

ciated consonant intervals.

Note.—The most beautiful, greatest and profoundest style of four-part

writing is that in which each voice is independently developed, the chord

combinations being merely the result of the harmonious blending of the dif-

ferent parts. This indeed is the process of composition of the masters, as

evidenced by their polyphonic (see Index) style of writing. Part-thinking

is the attribute of the master, Chord-thinking that of the less skillful. We

must nevertheless take into account the fact that the science of Harmony

in the sense of "Physical Beauty of Sound" is essentially a modern achieve-

ment, and that, so long as it does not obscure or crowd out of existence the

polyphonic style, its influence is highly conducive to the progress and ex-

pansion of musical art.

HARMONY. 173

Bach and Handel are the representative writers of a perfect polyphonic

style (Canon and Fugue) , springing (in ways that need not to be explained

here) from a deep feeling of religious devotion. Haydn, imbued with the

same spirit, but tempered by a child-like love of nature, is the link between

Bach and Handel and Mozart and Beethoven, who again may be con-

sidered the originators of a style in which human feeling and passion struggle

for supremacy. They naturally associated with their artistic forms and classic

style a grander expansion of Harmony and external or physical beauty of

sound. Mendelssohn and Schumann followed in their footsteps—Men-

delssohn reviving religious fervor, expressed in the more captivating ac-

cents of modern Melody and Harmony. Liszt and Wagner have sought to

cultivate to the utmost boldness of Harmony, beauty of sound and develop-

ment of material force. Lately Kiel, Brahms, Rubinstein and others

have sought to combine to these external and dazzling qualities the depth

and manyfold voicing of the old masters. This, therefore, is clearly the

music of the immediate future, and it is gratifying to notice strong currents

of this tendency everywhere in the great world of music—of Europe and to

some extent in America. It may be added that the general musical public

is not yet sufficiently cultivated to accept this style in opera, and that it is

for the present confined to the oratorio, cantata, symphony and smaller in-

strumental and vocal works, which are recognised and supported by the

most refined among the musical people.

Incidental Chords, by means of Organ Points, and
Diatonic and Chromatic Passing Tones.

Ex.
377.

(Ex. 377 continued.)

—

h

Four-toned Chords, or Chords of the Seventh.

§ 211. All four-toned chords are dissonant and require resolution, im-

mediate or ultimate, into a three-toned chord. The principal four-toned

chord, that of the Dominant 7th, is familiar to the reader. It is built upon

the Dominant, the 5th tone of the scale. We will now consider the remain-

ing six chords of the 7th.

CHORDS OF THE SEVENTH BUILT UPON THE SEVEN
TONES OF THE SCALE.

Ex.
378. ^m t3 mmmm

•9-

The figure 7 attached to any given tone, refers to one of these chords,

providing the key be indicated by the proper signature (or its absence for

the key of C)

.

Ex
87fl=!

means—ig-
-(5? &- 1 7Z . P
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BASS SIGNATURES WITH ACCIDENTALS.

Ex.
380.
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7

tt3
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Ex.
381.

7 ±£7 7

fe5 p fe5

BASS SIGNATURES OF INVERSIONS WITH OR WITHOUT ACCIDENTALS.

SjSlIK means^2—t-U. means—4*j—ft

.a. *=^

«3
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These examples will surfiice to make clear the meaning of Bass Signa-

tures for the various chords of the 7th, if the reader is familiar with the dif-

ferent keys, as explained in the Primer.

§ 212. The chord of the Dominant 7th is the most important four-toned

chord, because its natural resolution results in the chord of the Tonic.

Pl^s=t3EiiEt3=g^
6

-&&-

The remaining six chords of the 7th derive their comparative importance

from the nearer or more distant relationship to the chord of the Dominant

7th. In other words, the further removed in relationship from the Domi-

nant 7th, the less frequent their occurence, and the less important the part

they perform in the system of chords.

The following chain of chords of the 7th shows their relative importance:

Not sufficiently contracted.

Note -The chords of the 7th are related among each other in the 5th and in the 3d.

TheRelationship in"the 5th is important, that in the 3d of little value, because of their

similarity, and poor progression. (See Ex. 383 above.)

Designating the chord of the Dominant 7th as No. 1, No. 2 would be that

built upon the second tone of the scale. In the chain of chords just given,

it is the one nearest the chord of the Dominant 7th, marked No. 2.

SECOND CHORD OF THE SEVENTH.

Ex-
385.

75>—^—s?: -gg-
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Allegretto M.M JEAN PAUL.

Consult Kunkel's Pocket or Mselzel's Metronome.
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The aPPer Is the more difficult.a. Ubserve the ntard and lento, the latter being very slow ; also the dynamic marks f n*

.
Lunga Pausa signifies that a long stop should bo made before proceeding.
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thus,
G.^ Render this passage very evenly. Notice that the octaves alternate between the right and left hands, and should not appear as if they were in groups of two

,

-, but
,

H. Heed the fingering in this line as well as throughout the piece.

,„ /• Play this melodv with grace and simplicity. The grace notes here are executed differently from those explained at first, being struck alone before the

the M f
eac ffrace note is tled t0 a note following. Hence do not strike the tied notes again. The Tempo Larghetto is to be taken not to slowlv. Consult
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L. Careful attention should be given to the crescendi and the diminuendo near the close of this movement.



Allegro maestoso. M.M

*

M. Allegro Msestoso means that this movement should be played with animation and dignity. For the exact time, again consult the Metronome. Too much
attention can not be given to the phrasing in this movement. The slurs, dots, fingering, all must be carefully heeded. The notes at the end of a slur, and thosemarten with dots must not be sustained. The fingers should leave the keys ofnotes thus marked, after striking, as though the hand had been gentlv propelled bv a spring.
u>rrect phrasing is a great art, and more than anything else distinguishes a good performer and artist from the piano hammerer: therefore one should try to excel in

i*u £.' O^erve the substitution of the fingers, the thumb in the place of the second finger. It is to effect a legato of the third (E and G), following which is struck
with the first and third fingers.

~^
O. Heed the crescendo, and rise to the ff as marked.

T . . .

p ' Here tne crescendo must be very sudden, in order to reach a double #in the next measure. Pay special attention to the falling off in force after the double ff.
It is to be even more perceptible than the erescendi which preceded the double ff.

®\ The climax of strength in this movement is reached at this point. It should be given with great breadth of tone. The ritnrd in the measure following must
receive due attention

.

a " m he *£?* note of the *rouP- tne slxtn note, is to be struck with the octave in the bass.

«*. « P1*y th«/un evenly. The group is a septolet, and represents the second quarter. It must be played on the second beat of the measure. (See further ex-
planation of septolet in Answers to Correspondents.)
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joys of spurn •

(WALTZ.) Carl Sidus.

Dolce*(Sweetly.

Ent 4 accrto Act of Congress A D 1870 by Kunkel Bros:in the Office of the Librarian of Congreit at Washington D.C.
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SKYLARK POLKA.

Vivo. M/M.J.126.

Tempo di Polka.
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CsemAy'* M 1 (0*3.

(From Kunkel's Revised and Annotated Edition.)

1 ( J = 13 2 to 162.
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A . TTitf arm to clearness and equality is in this exercise atfirst of'greater importance than to va -

pidity and the pupil should be held to pixictice slowly, with high raising fingers, hoiding them

more extended as a wider span is required .

B . ,1 careful slurring of the different groups ofchords must be effected by gently moring the

hand along} and making no change of position audible. Even small hands can attain the

required extension without twisting of arjn and elbow .
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D. !I%* Basse may here be a little emphasised, while the right hand has to strike in a light

and unconstrained manner .



hen you'll emember me
DANN DBNKST DU MEIN.

M. W. Balfe.

Andante Cantabile.
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Words by FYed. E.Weatherly.

% Allegretto.

f.

Allegretto.
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Music bv Joseph L. Roeckel.

3. Ein Jahr zur See, ein

1 . Das Els . chen wan - dert

1. Maid El - sie roams by

3. A year by seas a

M
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3. Jahr zuland, Ver-gan.gen ist ein Jahr, Als Els . chen mlt dem Scha . tze stand Nun am

J. hin und her, Was ist denn mit ihr loss! Sie denkt weit, weit hin . aus aufs Meer Nur an

i^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^fet_i-^j
1. lane and lea, Her heart beats low and sad, Her thoughts are far a . way at sea,With her

S.year by lands, A year since then has died, And El- sie at the al - tar stands,With her

3. heil'. chen Hoch al - tar, Nun am heillchen Hoch- al - tar.

1. ih . renSchatzMa.tros, Nur an in. ren Schatz Ma. tros. Und Kling, ling, lang, Sie
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I. bon.nie sai . lor lad, With her bon.nie sai . lor lad. But Kling, lang, ling, She

3. sai-lor at her side, With her sai . lor at her side. While « u « Their
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3. frbh.lich schallt der glo.cken Klang! « « u « u « Wie froh.lich schallt der

1, hort der Hoch.zeits glo.cken Klang, Xling, ling, lang, Khng, ling, lang, Sie hort der Hoch.zeits

mim f~ h^—i
fS n&L

1. seems to hear her bride bells ring, Ming, lang, ling, Kling, lang,ling She seems to hear her

3. bon . nie bride bells gai - ly ring • u « a « ', V « Their bon . nie bride bells
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3. glo.cken Klang, der Hoch.zeits glo . cken Klang!

j. glo.cken Klang, der glo. .cken Klang!

1. bride bells ring her bride bells ring.

3. gai . ly ring their bride bells gai . ly ring.

f F

Fine.^

X bzzrt^za

2. Die. sel - be Nacht ihr Schatz la. virt In wil _ den See. hin . aus, Und
Piu lento.

Wjr m +—mf m=^==m
2. That night her lov . ers good ship rode The fur. ious Bis* cay foam An4

Piu lento.
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Kling, ling, lang, Er hort de Hei . maths , glo . cken Klang! Kling ling lang
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Kling, lang, ling He seemd to hear his home bells ring! Kling lang ling
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

ANNAL., St Louis: Jenny Lind is not dead. She married
a musician, Otto Goldschmidt, in Boston in February, 1852,
and is now living the quiet life of a good wife and mother in
London, her adopted home.

10. S. T., Detroit: Mapleson commenced his career as an
operatic manager at the Lyceum, London, in 18G1. The follow-
ing year he opened at Her Majesty's Theatre', introducing the
famous singer Trebelli to the English public.

N. N., Louisville: The ocarina is a musical instrument of
about the same importance as a mouth harp. If any "instruc-
tors" exist, we do not know who maybe their publishers.
Don't waste your time on such trash, but, if you reallv wish to
learn to play on some instrument, select one that is an
instrument.

S. D. S., Crawfordsville :
' (1) Who built the organs in the First

and Second Presbyterian Churches of St. Louis? (2) Which is
the older firm. Decker & Son, or Decker Brothers?"

(1) The builders of the organ in the First Presbyterian
Church, St. Louis, were Marshall Bros., of Milwaukee, Wis.,
now out of business; of the Second Presbyterian Church,
Gratian, of Alton. 111., said to be the poorest organ in St. Louis.

(2) Decker Brothers began business in 1862; the present firm
of Decker & Son, in 1877. The senior member of the firm had
however, been in the piano business as early as 1S5R, in Albany'
New York. For further information, write to the firms direct]

A. R., St. Louis: We have referred your question to Mr.
Charles Kunkel, who gives the following explanation, which
we hope you will lind more lucid than the one you say you do
not understand: "Quintoles sextoles and septoles can best
be explained by examples. Take, for instance, 16th notes,
which are expressed by two lines, and 32nd notes, indicated by
three lines—the two lines indicate Kith notes (four notes to a
quarter), and three lines indie ite 32nd notes (eight notes to a
quarter). Now, if five or six or seven notes are to be played
in the time of a quarter, they can not be indicated by three
lines, as the quarter would be wanting either one two or three
notes, according to the group. This might also confuse the
player. He might imagine the engraver had forgotten to
make one or more notes of less value than a 32nd. Now, in
order that no misunderstanding should take place, such
groups are indicated by figures, which run as high as seven

;

for, when eight notes are played to a quarter they are 32nds
and are noted as such. The same is to be said of all other
notes—whole to half notes, half to quarter notes, etc. From
32nds to 64ths we would have groups of !), 10, 11, 12, 13, 14
and 15."

A TTENTION , MILITARY!
w« EUEEKA

!

•>9

Drill and Band Masters, and Military Men generally, will
And in Kunkel's Pocket Metronome an instrument that will
indicate instantaneously with absolute accuracy, and thus
enable to obtain any number of steps required to the minute.

It is the only instrument that can be used equally well in the
field or drill room, and in any kind of weather.
Price, ,

.

»2.00.
Sent by mail, post paid, upon receipt of price.

Address, KUNKEL BROTHERS,
311 S. Fifth Street, St. Louis, Mo

Kunkel's Pocket Metronome is the best, cheapest, and most
aocurate Metronome made. It is no larger than a lady's watch,
nnd can easily be carried in the vest pocket.
Price, S3.00.
Sent by mail, post paid, on receipt of price.

Address, KUNKEL BROTHERS,
311 S. Fifth Street, St. Louis, Mo.

THE MCSICAL_ INSTRUCTOR.

A Monthly Paper Written by

ROBERT GOLDBECK,
With contributions from the most distinguished musicians

of America and Europe.

Contents.—Successive lessons of a complete instrumental
and vocal graduating course ; lessons upon celebrated piano
pieces and songs; a progressive course of harmony; lists of
teaching and other pieces, with instructive remarks; advice in
every day teaching, etc.
Twelve monthly issues of the Musical Instructor will conta'n

in all 108 imperishable lessons.

Price, $1 a year ; 60 cents for 6 months 35 cents for 3 months

;

15 cents a copy.
Teachers' cards received at $3 a year.

Address, R. GOLDBECK, 8640 Washington Ave.,
First number appears April IS, 1882. St. Louis, Mo.

VERY LARGE EDITION.

MUSIC IN ST. LOUIS.

HE benefit concert tendere 1 to Miss Lina Anton by the
St. Louis Musical Union, occurred on the evening of
April tilth. M rcantile Library Hall was nearly three-
fourths full, so that, oven after deducting the liberal
"papering," the entertainment must have netted a fair

sum over and above all expenses. The following was the pro-
gramme:
Pakt First.—]. Overture— "William Tell," Rossini, Grand

Orchestra; 2. Tenor Solo— "Dormi Pure." (slumber song),
Scuderi, Mr. Phil Branson; 3. Danse Macabre, Poeme Sym-
phonique, Saint Saens, Grand Orchestra ; 4. Piano Concerto, Op.
16 A. Ilenselt, witli orchestra accompaniment. Larghetto—
Allegro Agitato, Miss Lina Anton; 5. Soprano Solo-Romance
from "Pretiosa," with Flute obligate, C. M. von Weber, Mrs. M.
E. Laitey and Mr. I). Carr.
Part Second. -ti. Overture—"Raymond," Ambroise Thomas,

Grand Orchestra; 7. Baritone Solo—" Man- O'War's Man,"
Marchant, Mr. Joseph Saler; 8. Piano Solo— (a) Capriccio, Op.
(6, 1. Un poco Agiiato, 2. Allegretto non troppo, J. Brahms;m Etude, Op. 25, No. 7, Chopin; (c) La Valse des Valses, Op.
105, G. Satter, Miss Lina Anton; 9. The Awakening of the
Lion, Kontski, Grand Orchestra.
It would afford us the greatest pleasure to be able to record

a musical, as well as a financial success, and nothing but our
duty to our readers and to art, could induce in to say, as we
feci compelled to, that musically, this concert was one of the
worst fiascos we have yet listened to in this city, where fiascos
have not achieved the dignity of being rarities.
Although the orchestral numbers were all familiar to the

players, there was not one that received even a passable inter-
pretation. The orchestra was some ten or twelve men short,
resulting.in an unbalancing of the different instruments, and
the instrumentalists present played out of tune, out of time, in
a sort of helter skelter, haphazard way. The "William Tell
Overture," which the Union had performed before, in a very
creditable manner, was fairly butchered. The only bit of it
that was decently played being the violoncello solo of Mr.
Mayer, in the beginning. Mr. Mayer, by the way, knows how
to play his instrument, and always makes good use of his
knowledge. The only excuse that could be made for this
massacre is the one which we have since heard facetiously
advanced by the father of the beneficiaire, Mr. Anton: "The
1.11 family is a large one, and this was not the Bill Tell withwhom you are acquainted !" Indeed it was not.
The "Danse Macabre" was, if possible, worse. But why

particularize? Where all was so badly done, it is hard to say
which was the worst. How is this to be explained? At least
half a dozen members of the orchestra have said, or very
strongly hinted to us, that they were getting no pay for their
work, and therefore, had no occasion to playwel'. That is, to
say the least, a very poor excuse, even when coupled, as it was
in every instance, with the further remark that the benefit
tendered was not really a spontaneous offering on their part,
but a matter of moral compulsion. It was unfair to Miss
Anton, who certainly compelled nobody; it was unfair to the
audience, who had paid their money to hear music ; it was
unfair to the authors, whose works were burlesqed ; and "last,
but not least," it was injurious to the reputation of the
orchestra. It is not to be wondered at, then, that Miss Anton,
coming on after this orchestral Bedlam, should have shown
that she felt the depressing influence of what had gone before,
and failed to come up to the just expectations of her friends.
In the concerto, there was a considerable blurring of the more
rapid passages, which, at least in the back part of the hall,
where we sat, were often very indistinct. We must do the
orchestra and the conductor the justice of saying that, in this
number, their share of the work was fairly done. It was,
indeed, the only bit of orchestral work that would pass muster.
In the Brahms capriccio, Miss Anton seemed to rally, and

did some remarkably clever work, but the phrasing of the
Chopin etude was something absolutely unheard of , and the
execution of Satter valse fell very far short of what it should
have been ; and, let us say, in justice to Miss Anton, very far
short of what we know she can do.
The vocal numbers were really the only ones that were at

all properly rendered, Mrs. Laitey showing skill and taste in
her rendering of the romance; and Mr. Saler giving his ballad
in as good style as it could be given by any one. Mr. Branson's
voice sounded throaty, in other respects he was satisfactory.
Miss Anton, although her father deals in other pianos,

selected a Decker Grand from a rival establishment (Story &
Camp), an exhibition of good judgment on the part of the fair
pianist.

After regretfully recording the failure, from a musical stand

-

p tint, of the Musical Union at the Lina Anton benefit concert,
it becomes a double pleasure to be able to chronicle, without
mental reservation, a genuine success on the part of the same
organization. The sixth and last concert of the Musical Union
filled Mercantile Library Hall to overflowing on the evening of
April 27th, and out of the large audience we are sure there was
not one, however critically inclined, who did not leave the
place feeling that he had listened to a performance that was
as nearly perfect as could have been expected of any orches-
tra of the same size. The programme was as follows

:

Part Fihst.— 1. Overture

James Hogan Printing Co.,

Artistic Printing and Lithographing.

MAKE A SPECIALTY OF FINE WORK.

413 & 415 N. Third St., St. Louis.

Johnson 's/f*

210 & 212 NORTH THIRD STREET. ST. LOUIS, M0.

For Ladies and Gentlemen.
Open Day and Night all the Year.

ST. LOUIS SCHOOL OF ORATORY,
310 North Third Street. I. N. Beers, Principal.

Voices trained for the stage, dramatic reading or pub-
lic speaking. For Circular, address

J. W. JOHNSON, Business Director.

3 POPULAR OPERETTAS,
" LAIL.A," " GENEYIEYE, "

and " THE FAIRY GROTTO,"
BY G. W. STRATTON.

OVER 40,000 COPIES of the three operettas have
already been sold. They are suitable for exhibitions
of Schools, Academies, Singing Classes, and Sunday
Schools. Sketch and programmes, giving full par-
ticulars, sent free on application. Specimen copy of
either (words and music in full) sent on receipt of 40
cents by publishers, G. W. STRATTON & CO.,

21 HANOVER ST., BOSTON, MASS.

JTJST PUBLISHED.
—THE—

SOISTC3- "w\a_^:e
Designed for Schools, Teachers' Institutes, Musical Conven-
ventions, and the Home Circle, by H. S. Perkins, Chicago,
author of "Song Echo," "Head-Light," "Graded Readers,"
etc.; H. J. Danforth, NewTork; and B. V. Degraff Supt. oi
School?, Paterson, N. J., and Institute Instructor, author of
'• Song Budget," *' School Room Chorus," etc., etc.

Price, Postpaid, 75 cents.

D. APPLET0N & COMPANY,

New York. Boston. Chicago. San Francisco.

_ "Tannhauser," R. Wagner,
Grand Orchestra; 2. Sixth Symphony (Pastoral), Beethoven,
Grand Orchestra; 3. Piano Solo— (a) Barcarole, G. Minor, Op.
123, Kullak; (b) Nocturne. Chopin; (c) Grand Octave Etude,
E. Flat, No. 7, Kullak, Mr. William H. Sherwood; 4. Ballet
Music—"Feramors," Rubinstein; I. (a) Dance of the Baya-
deres; (6) Torch Light. Dance of the Brides of Cashmere; II.
(c) Dance of the Bayaderes; (d) Wedding March Procession,
Grand Orchestra.

^,
Pa«t Second.—5. Oven ure—Raymond, Ambroise Thomas,

Grand Orchestra; 0. La Zingara—(Soprano Solo), Donizetti,
Mrs. Kate J. Bioaddus; 7. Musical Humoresque, E. Scherz,
Grand Orchestra; 8. The Awakening of the Lion—Kontski,
Grand Orchestra; Mr. A. Epstein, Accompanist.
As in the case of the Anton concert, all the orchestral mem-

bers had been heard in previous concerts of the Union, but
here the resemblance ended. From the time the conductor
took up his baton for the Tannhauser overture, to the time when
he laid it down at the end of the " Ueveil du Lion," it was a
genuine pleasure to note the thorough work of the orchestra.
The interpretation of Beethoven's pastoral symphony was es-
pecially noticeable. TM-t symphony, while not so difficult of
interpretation as some of Beethoven's other works, the ninth
symphony, for instance, demands taste and musicianship on
the part of the conductor and a considerable amount of skill
on the part of the performers. It is not absolutely the
oldest specimen of "programme music" extant, but it is cer-
tainly the first that ever took high rank as a musical compo-
sition, and it bids fair to remain to the end of time a master-

THE BOSTON

NORMAL MUSICAL INSTITUTE
Will be held this, the fifth season, at

BUFFALO, N. Y.,

At Goodell Hall, for five weeks, beginning July 6, endine
August 9, 1882.

*

FACULTY.
Mr. Harry Wheeler, Director; Lecturer on Vocal Physiol-

ogy, Voice Culture, Teacher of Voice and Singing and Chorus
Conductor.
Louis Maas, Mus. Dr., late Professor in the Leipzig Conserv-

atory, Germany, conductor of the Boston Philharmonic Or-
chestra, Teacher of Piano, Orchestration, and Musical Com-
position.
Mr. Eugene Thayer, of New York City, Teacher of Organ

Harmony, Musical Composition and Counterpoint.
Miss E. B. Walton, of the Boston Public Schools, Teacher of

Boston method of teaching music in the public schools; daily
illustrated by a class of fifty children.
Miss Marion H. Sterns, of Boston, Teacher of Elocution

Dramatic Action and Poetical Analysis.
M. Armand Guys, of the New England Conservatory, Teacher

of the Italian and French Languages, and Lecturer on Physi-
cal Relations of Sound, the Science of Acoustics, etc.
There will be more than 150 lessons given in the Normal

Course. In addition to these, there will be chorus and choir
practice, weekly vocal recitals, organ recitals, dramatic read-
ings, and three grand concerts, to all of which the students of
the institute will be entitled.
Tuition for the entire course including concerts, recitals

and other public entertainments, $15.00. For full descriptive
circulars, address the director,

Mr. HARRY WHEELER,
149 A Tremont Street, Boston, Mass.
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J. HOWARD POOTE,
32 Maiden Lane, New York,

and 188 and 190 State St., Chicago.

SOLE U. S. AGENT FOR

PARIS

AND BAND INSTRUMENTS,
Badger's Boehm Flutes, Bini Guitars,

Meyer Flutes and Piccolos.

Manufacturer of Band Instruments, Guitars, etc.

__ , . _ Importer of tho best Violin Strings made. Gen-
Used by Levy. Ar- oral Agent for the Orgutnette. Catalogues free.

buckle andall artists Mention Kunkcl's Musical Review.

G. SCH1RMER,
Importer and Publisher ofMUSIC

Sole Agent in the United States for
Edition Peters, Augener tf Co., Breitkopf cf JIaertel.

No. £5 Union Square, West Side, near 17th St., NEW YOKE,

Catalogues sent free on application.
*9~Special attention is called to the new edition of

" Schirmer's 8vo Church Music." Send for catalogue

UiBUFlCIUHl AMD M1I.I1 III

'PIANOSandORGANS'
No. 14 East 14th Street,

Bet. Broadway and Fifth Avenue, NEW YORK.

*Agents Wanted. Correspondence Solicited.

DECKER & SON,
(F.STAHLISIIEU 1856.)

GRAND, SQUARE, AND UPRIGHT

3F»IX A XViOiS!.
Endorsed by all the Prominent Artists, Musicians, and

Critics for Tone, Touch, and Superior Workmanship.

The Highest Standard of Excellence Attained
and Maintained.

Factory and Warerooms .

1550 Third Avenue, Cor; 87th Street, New York.
CAUTION.—No connection with any other house of a similar name.

MANUFACTORY AND WAREROOMS

:

333 & 335 W. 36th Street, MPW VflDV
Ik. Between 8th and 9th Aves., ll II VY I UJtVJ\.

piece, equally popular with the many, because they can trace
and grasp the ideas it is intended to convey, anti with the
critical few who follow in rapture the master's hand as the
beautiful and spiritualized tone-picture of the scenes of
nature grows lifelike and perfect beneath his magic pencil.
How quietly, yet how brightly, the first movement opens!
So unpretentious, yet so beautiful! It has the freshness
of the morning breeze, the sparkle of the dew gems and
the odor of the opening roses. It is such a strain as
might well hail the advent of Homer's "Rododaktylos Eos,"
(rosy -fingered Dawn), as she opens the bars of morning
to the fierce coursers of the god of day. Then how it
grows, re-inforced by the voices of awakening nature, until
the whole world seems to sing its hymn of joy, then sinks
again into the quiet of the forenoon. Then, in the second
movement {Andante molto moto), how artistically the two mel-
odies, the upper melody (the theme), and the lower melody
(of eighth notes), blend, yet do not blend, to represent the
flowing brook; and how naturally, too, the songs of the night-
ingale, cuckoo, and yellow-hammer, ring out as if they were
a necessary part of the composition rather than an imitation
of the sounds of nature. Nor is the third movement a less
pe feet picture of country life; we need but to shut our eyes
and listen to see "the merry gathering of country people,"
with their grotesque dancing, in the countrified style oi the
air, and in the halting manner in which the village musicians
fall into the-'r respective parts. Then comes the storm {allegro)
scattering the merry-niakf-rs. How it grows and swells, as it
approaches, and breaks at last in full fury of blast and crat-hes
of thunder until, the climax is reached, and the trombones,
kept in reserve up to this point, come in to reinforce the grand
orchestral thunder. Then how skillfully he works out the anti-
climax with the flowing phrases for hautboy and flute, leading
Into the last movement {allegretto) the shepherd's song, repre-
senting, as Beethoven himself says: "Blithe and thankful
feelings after the tempest." It is evening, evidently; the last
rays of the dying sun are gilding the distant crests of the de-
parting storm, whose darker depths are seen now and then to
glow with the light of the electric flres, but whose angry voice
is no longer audible. All at once the shepherd's pipe is heard
in the distance, and the hunting horn answers from the depths
of the woods., and with a hymn of thanks to Him who has
guarded all through the storm, the movement and the master-
piece close—night, with her sable wings, broods over the earth,
and silence reigns.
Such is the picture here drawn by Beethoven, and for once the

Musical Union rendered it in all its beauty. To our mind, Mr.
Waldauer showed more musicianship in his conducting of this
symphony, on this occasion, than he had before done during the
entire series of concerts.
Mr. Sherwood, the pianist, played with more expression and

taste than we have yet heard him. He is a pupil of Kullak's,
and we have no doubt that the two Kullak numbers, and the
Chopin Nocturne, which constituted his number on the pro-
gramme, were studied under the eye of the master. At any
rate, we have di covered in Mr. Sherwood two diffcrei t styles
of phrasing—one, that of aiinishtd reader—the other, that of
a school boy; and as the latter always appears in those selec-
tions which (from their date, etc.,) it Is evident he can not have
studii d under Kullak, we must attribute the former to the skill
of the master and the good memory of the pupil. Mr. Sher-
wood has certainly an unusually developed technique, but he
is graceful rather than forceful; in other words, his playing
is essentially feminine. He is of a gratiful disposition, we
should judge, for he bowed profuse acknowledgments at the
slightest sign of applause.
The remaining orchestral numbers, especially the Ballet

music from " Feramors," only added to the lustre cast upon
both orchestra and conductor by the interpretation of the
Pastoral Symphony.
The series of concerts of the Musical Union for the current

year have now closed, and it is due to the gentlemen who
originated them and carried them through to such a successful
issue, to a knowledge that they have done more for the cause
of music in St. Louis during the last winter than had been done
in a decade before. All in all, considering the disadvantages
under which he was working, the cliflieulties of an inaugural
season, the material on hand, much of it unformed, Mr. Wal-
dauer has done wonders. We know (for we have it from his
own lips) that he has sometimes thought our criticisms too
severe, but if they have seemed so, it has been because we criti-
cised from a high standpoint. It would have been no compliment
to either conductor or orchestra if we had said their perform-
ances were excellent for a street band. We had to deal with a
" grand orchestra," and we have treated it as such. Reviewing
the entire series of concerts, we can, however„unqualifiedly
call the enterprise a grand success, and see in it the earnest of
still better things in the future.

A mistake of ours in reference to the date of the third con-
cert of the Choral Union, which caused us to get ready to
attend the day after its occurrence, prevented us from hearing
what, we are informed, was a good performance, and makes it

impossible for us to give a detailed account of it in this place.
We shall mend our ways, and be on hand at the next and last
concert.

The St. Louis papers continue their intelligent (?) criticisms
of musical performances. For instance, after the Anton
bem fit concert, one of the German dailies cr. dited Mr.
Epstein, the accompanist, witli an excellent rendering of
Kontzki's "Reveil du Lion," which had been veiy badly played
by the orchestra; after the dress rehearsal of the last concert
of the Musical Union, the Globe- Democrat said Theodore
Kullak—dead nearly two months—had played some piano
compositions, and failed to mention Sherwood and his playing
of a couple of Kull k's compositions at all; then the Repub-
lican in its report of the concert itself (written by their stock-
yards reporter, the correspondent of Music), credited Kullak
with the Chopin nocturne, which was played by Sherwood—

a

very pardonable blunder, since Kullak and Chopin write so
very much "alike (?) . And these are our educators ! !

!

The St. Louis Grand Orchestra, under the able leadership of
Mr. Louis Mayer, has resumed its summer concerts at
Schnaider's Garden The orchestra is practically the same as
that of the St. Louis Musical Union. Its last year's successes
will doubtless be repeated and excelled.

Art and Oil.—The Norfolk Virginian of January 16 1881,
refers to the remarkable cure effected by St. Jacobs Oil in the
case of Prof. Cromwell, known the country over for his mag-
nificent Art Illustrations, who had suffered excruciating tor-
ments from rheumatism, until he tried the Oil whose effects he
says were magical.—Reading {Pa ) Times and Dispatch. d?3
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I warerooms:

13 Washington Place,
|
13 Bast Sixteenth Street,
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JAMES & HOLMSTROM,
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SQUARE

MANUFACTURERS OF

;pWo$ AND

UPRIGHT

333 & 335 East 31st Street,

Bet. 2d & 3d Aves., 1TE-W ITOtt^Z.

SOHAEPFBR,
—MANUFACTURER OF—

Square and Upright Piano-Fortes,

524 & 526 West 43d Street,

NEW YORK.

«- These Pianos were Awarded a Prizb at th«
Paris International Exposition, 1878. .

Ik.lL JARD,NE & S0N
>

ORGAN BUILDERS,

ifffili

318 & 330 East 39th St., N. Y.

LIST OF OUR LARGEST GRAND ORGANS,
Fifth Ave. Cathedral, N. Y.. 4 Manuals.
St. George's Church, " 4 "

St. Paul's M. E. Church, " 4 "

Holy Innocents, " 4 "

Fifth Ave. Pres. Church, " 3 "
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Epiphany, Philadelphia,
St. John's M.E., Brooklyn, 3 "
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NEW YORK CITY.
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826 Broadway, NEW YOKE,
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Send for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price- List.
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WOODWARD & BROWN,
ESTABLISHED 1843.

Pianoforte Manufacturers

526 WASHINGTON ST., BOSTON.
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Eice Organs,

The Best in the World.

Ms Grand Gold Medals and Eight Highest Silver
Medals within three years; a record unequaled by
toy other manufacturer of Reed Organs in the
W orld. Send for Illustrated Catalogue to the

LORING & BLAKE ORGAN CO.,
WORCESTER, MASS.

The Albrecht Pianos
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No. 610 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
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Upright Piano
(ELLIOT PA TENTS.)

OFFICE AND FACTORY:
486 TO BOO HA-ItlilSOIsr ^.-VEITTJ-IE,

^. BOSTON, - MASS
A

CORRESPONDENCE.

BOSTON.
Boston, April 19.

From oratorio to opera boutfe—from symphony to sinvnlicitv
—the music of Boston has swept in the past month But the
end is approaching; already the symphonic orchestras 'ire
disappearing, and the street bands and hand-organs arcemerging from their obscurity with a strong smell of camphor
These are signs of summer. Ttie hard-woiked musical critic-
looks forward to the summer as a happy oasis in the desert of
his existence, when no singer shall molest him with reauests
for notices, and no pianist shall trouble him with desires for
puffs of his rising pupils. Spite of all that the poets have' saidand sung about the beauty of summer, it has one important
drawback in.this vicinity. The summer music of Boston issomething fearfully and wonderfully made." As if to revenue
himself for the prominence which has been given to the
violins during the winter season, the summer garden proprietor
ostracises the unhappy fiddlers and gives us brass, and nothing
but brass, lint stay, he does make one exception • that is Hie
bass drummer. With a muscular bass drummer at the helm
it is often impossible to discover many of the misdeeds com
mitted by Boston summer garden orchestras. Like charitv he
covers a multitude of sins. -r '

But we will not anticipate the evils that are to come • let usendeavor to be content with those we have.
Chief among the musical occasions of the past month have

been the performances of the

HANDEL AND HAYDN SOCIETY.

These consisted of the entire St. Matthew Passion Music bv
Bach, and Haydn's Creation. ' '

The former work was not as equal as I have heard it <--iven
in previous performances. The choruses (save the final num-
ber and the chorales) were light and rather indecisive Of the
soloists, Mr. Georg lienschel and Mrs. Aline Osgood were best.
the former being especially great. Mr. lienschel has not beenendowea by nature with a line or mellow voice- on the con
trary it is rather hard and inflexible, and his enunciation ofsome of the vowels (the e particularly) adds to this harshnessBut in everything he does is seen the poetry of the true mu-
sician, and this makes his work delightful to all who desire tohave a true musical picture presented, rather than a voice or a
singer, merely.
Mr. W. J. Winch sang the part of the Evangelist. I did not

count how many times he was obliged to sing " lie said how
ever," in highest register, and then sat down again For mv
part, I prefer to look over the interesting modulations of the
recitatives at home, as occasion serves, rather than hear them
droned out in such copious doses as Bach gives I pitv the
tenor who lias the task, and really think that the beauty of thework would be enhanced to modern ears if the entire part were
given to an elocutionist to read.
The Creation went gloriously. Everybody, chorus, orchestra

director, and soloists, seemed to feel bright, that pleas-mi
Easter night, and the result was as above stated. Mr Whitnevwas the bass, and his voice was remarkably telling. Onlv in
the highest register it seemed strained, and in soft passages
the intonation was uncertain—a fault which is not uncommon
with very heavy voices.
The Philharmonic Society gave its final concert of the season

April 18. Three conductors w« re present. Doctor Maas was
conductor-in-chief, if 1 may coin the word, and was also the
piano soloist. His playing of the Schumann A minor concertowas calm, clear, and intellectual, especially in the chords of
the first movement, and the floriture of the last movement Of
his solos, I most admired the surety of the Rubinstein False
Caprice, and the breadth of Tausig's arrangement of Schubert'sMarche Militaire. His conducting of the "Jupiter Symphonv "
was a trifle heavy, especially in the Andante movement lie
also conducted Raff's " Bin Feste Burg" overture Tins treats
Luther's chorale theme more dramatically than Mendelssohn
has done in the Reformation Symphony. The use of the bass
the contrast of the second subject, and the snapping phrase's of
piccolo, are essentially modern. Raff introduces the theme
just as Mendelssohn does, in wood wind solos.

Mr. Carl Zerrahn conducted the concerto above mentioned
with admirable steadiness and brilliancy. Mr. Ohadwick con-ducted his own andante for string orchestra, which was tinelv
performed, and is a good specimen of the symmetrica] and mel-
odious treatment which is found In this composer's works
Speaking of this composer reminds me—why should we not

have a series of two or three American symphonic concerts
-

-'

We have now material enough, and how much such a proceed-
ing would benefit American art! In no other way could theadvance made in our music be as forcibly presentee!.

I have heard another new composition recently which pleasedme greatly, and this also by a resident, but not a native coin-
poser. It was an Ave Maria for vocal septette, with strina
quartette accompaniment. Signor Tamburello, i>s compose"
has recently joined the staff of the New England Conservatory
of Music, and it was at the quarterly concert of this institution
that the work was presented. I wish I could give you the pro-gramme of this concert (April 11) inextenso, but, though inter-
esting, it is as long as a Paris Conservatoire examination
which it somewhat resembles. The Music Hall was packed in
every part.
Another pleasant event connected with the institution was areunion of the alumni and teachers at the Hotel Vendome

April 13. This was an informal occasion, but brought outnearly 200 people, all connected with the Conservatory and a
collation and an impromptu programme of music and readings
passed away the hours. b

The most important item regarding the New England Con-
servatory is yet to come. The directors are to buy the vast StJames Hotel, a building as large as the St. Louis Court House*
with spacious grounds attached, and are going to found a col-
lege of music, which is to be of magnificent proportions. The
students will live in the building (that is, those from abroad)

*-
JESTA.BZI8SED 1850.

B. ShoningerOrganGomp'y,
MANUFACTURERS OF FIRST-CLASS

Organs & Uprjght Piano -Foips.
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NEW HAVEN, - CONN.

*

* -'- ^r c
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% Menu am Dinner (ards ^
.CS-6

—M7MK0=G0LD^ST1{ING-

IPlilAIINIOISI
These Standard Instruments are unrivaled. Nomake of Piano perfect without the Patent Gold

Wires. Circulars mailed free on application.

1103 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

i

V CHAS. A. DRAGH & CO.,

Cor. Fourth and Pine Streets,

(Globe-Democrat Building,)

ST. LOUIS, - 3VLO.

BARREIRAS
PIANO WAREROOMS,

N„ E. Cor. Eleventh & Olive Sts.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

PIANOS and ORGANS (new and second-hand)
Bought, Sold, or Exchanged. Pianos for Rent—$2.50
to.$7.00 per month.

IVERS & POND
PIANOS

^RE STRICTLY FIE8T-CLA88.
For full information, Catalogues, Etc., address

IVERS & POND PIANO CO.,
597 Washington St., Boston.

t*
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}
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)
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Ullllllif
<#)
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831 BROADWAY,
NEW YORK,
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Manufacturers ofSQUARE
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BOSTON, MASS.
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and what with many lecture rooms, a great concert hall, etc.,

etc., the enterprise will have an important influence on Bos-
ton's musical advance. I shall give further details as the work
of reconstruction progresses.
The chamber concerts in Boston have not been very numer-

ous this month, but have been of high grade. Those by Mmc
Therese l.iebe and Miss Heimlicher have been excellent, and
proved the dashing technique of the latter (pianist;, and the

broad, sweet intonation of the violinist.
Mr. Arthur Foote's trio concerts have been most interesting.

The only fault I could lind with them was that they took place
on Saturday nights, and since Mr. Henschel has finished his

orchestral scries, I had hoped, like the domestic, to have my
" Saturday out." At one of these concerts Mr. Foote played a
trio of his own composition, which I must also class with the

line new works of native origin which 1 have recently heard. It

is exquisitely melodious, and sometimes this leads it to become
rather a romanza for strings, with piano accompaniment, than
a real trio. Its movements partake too invariably of an andante
flavor; but having said this, criticism may cease, and the work
be accorded a good rank in the American repertoire.
I must allude to the performance of

BEETHOVEN'S FIDELIO,
which took place as long ago as March 29. As the event is so

old, I n< ed not give many details. Mr. Henschel was the

Pizarro of the cast, and made a great triumph. Bui at the

close he also took the part of Fernando (it was given as concert
music, without costume), and this was not as good. It involved
cutting out the short phrases of Pizarro at the finale, for Mr.
Henschel, good mus cian as he is, does not possess the ability

to sing two parts at one and ihe same time.
Miss Hemininges was somewhat overweighted in the part of

Leonora, and the chorus at the finale became an indiscriminate
rout, in which Beethoven wik so badly mangled that he was
unrecognizable.
Grau's French Opera Troupe are at present here. "How

have the mighty fallen !" There is not a decent singing voice
in it, and Faola Marie, once piquant and pretty, is now coarse,

heavy, and " lags superfluous upon the stage." (Jomks.

NEW YORK.
New York, April 25, 1882.

Editor Kunkel's Musical Review.—The musical festival
which is to take place at the Seventh Regiment Armory, under
the leadership of Iheodore Thomas, on May 2d, 3d,4th, f>th,

and hth, is the general subject of conversation nnd discussion
among musicians. An orchestra of three hundred and choruses
of from thirteen hundred to three thousand ought to furnish a
sullicient amount of music to be sure, but there are those—and
your humble servant among the number—who believe that
more music, though cer.ainly less noise, would have been
obtained from a smaller number of participants. The unde-
niable skill of Thomas as a conductor will undoubtedly bring
from this large mass the best po-sible r< suits, but even Thomas
can not do the impossible. The laws of acoustics are as

immutable as those of the Medes and Persians, in fact, a good
deal more so, and it is impossible to so group three thousand
people that the voices of all shall reach the 1 ars of the listeners
simultaneously; in other words, the music will necessarily be
blurred, and the musical result of the choruses will certainly
fall short of what is expected by very many—not through any
fault of theiis, nor of the conductor as such— but through the
intractableness of the laws of nature. Mr. Thomas is too good
a musician not to know all this ; but great as is his devotion to

the cause of nuisi •, his devotion to the cause of Thomas is still

greater; »nd he has a powerful rival here in the person of Dr.
Damrosi h, whose last year's efforts must be surpassed, if pos-
sible; surpassed that is, in the eyes of the ma-seswho have
not yet reully learned the difference between a big thing and a
great thing; therefore, Mr. Thomas must have monster chor-
uses, even if ihey are likely to make monstrosities out of
master-pieces. The solo talent is. for the most part, truly
first-class. Mme. Gerster, t'rau Materna, Mrs. Osgood, Mis
Cary (if her throat allows her), Miss Win.iut, Cainpanini,
Galassi, Oandidus, Reminertz ;nd Whitney, are enough to

make some of "you Western fellows" wish you were here. I

I have purposely left out Hen»cbel, whose voice is harsh, if

his method is musiciauly, and little Toedt, whose tenure di

grazvi is altogether too light for such a hall, and such an
audience, and whom you probably would not care to hear.
At the last concert of the Oratorio society, Dr. Damrosch

produced a work of his own, ' Sulamith," based upon certain
portions of the Song of Solomon. The mythical meaning of

these extracts makes them totally unsuiied to musical setting,

and it is no wonder that Dr. Damrosch's attempt should have
been an almost complete failure, notwithstanding the real
musical merit of some of the numbers.
The cheap opera season given by Mr. Mapleson, has been

very liberally patronized Mapleson is about the only operatic
manager who has made money during the past se.. son in the
United Mates, for Abbey's Patti tour can not be called an
operatic venture.
Maurice Grau is hero with his French Opera Company. It is

far from being what it was when here last. Paola Marie
1

has
lost some- of her chic, and Duplan and Mezieres can not, by
their excellent acting, compen.-ate for their lack of voice, and
the shortcomings of a bad chorus, and worse oreln stra.
Mr. Henry G. Uanchett has taken rooms at No. 32 E. 14th

Street, where he proposes to teach teachers, a considerable
undertaking for one of Mr. Ilanchett's years and experience.
He is giving a series of what he rails '•Occasionals," that is to

say, familiar lectures on musical topics, accompanied with
illustrations drawn from the best soui oes, certainly a capital
idea. (Jonover is hard at work on his uprights; says they're
"just booming." stein , fat and saucy as ever, sings as a
soloist at the Wagner matinee on May 4th. If St. Louis can
send us more such fellows, send them on

!

Why don't you get your publishers to hurry up those com-
positions of Floersheim? His friends know he writes and how
Kunkel Brothers get up their music and they expect some-
thing fine in manner as well as in matter.
Your remarks about Welles and that pocket book are mysti-

fying some people here. Was the pocket book a black one—

I

saw him have o.e such not long since? IL Trovaioke.
[The black pocket book must be Welles' own—at least it does

not answer the description of the one lost by our Mr. C. K.,

which was of red Russia leather.—Editor.
J

CHICAGO.
Chicago, April 27, 1882.

Editor Kunkel's Musical Review.—Shakenpeare says:

"Music soothes the savage breast." (Is this why they put a
"brass-band" around a bull-dog's neck?) Bin I think this

can not very well have been the case with a number of man-
agers, "testimonial- benefit" arrangers, and others in Chicago,
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PERKINS'
GRADED ANTHEMS.

BOOK 1.

BY H. S. IPIEiSIKZIICiTS.
Contains Solos and Duets for all voices, Offertories, Re-
sponses, Opening and Closing Pieces, Hymns, Anthems,
etc. Adapted for all Denominations. Nearly sheet
music size, 176 pages, durably hound in heavy boards.
Price, $1 per copy; $7.50 per dozen. Specimen pages
mailed free. Published by

WM. A. POND & CO.,
25 Union Square, N. Y.
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PATENT PIANO FOOTSTOOL,
WITH PEDAL ATTACHMENT FOR YOUNG PUPILS.

This Footstool should be with
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Mills, Fred. Brandeis, Chas.
Kunkel, Louis Staab. A. J. Davis,
A. Paur, Chas. Heydtmann, II.

S. Perkins, W. C. Collin, etc.
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L. J1A1HIAS, 805 Summit St., Toledo, 0.

Beethoven Conservatory,
1603 Olive Street,

-&.- "W-A.Xj:D.A.TTEI&, ^Director.

All branches of Music taught at this Institution,
and every one represented by a lirst- class

TEACHER AND PERFORMER.
This Conservatory keeps open all Summer for the

accommodation of pupils and such teachers as wish to
perfect themselves during the Summer Term.
Tuition—$12, $16, and $19 per quarter, either for

Instrumental or Vocal lessons. Scholars may enter
at any time. The beginnings of their quarter com-
mences with the first lesson they take.
Send fur circulars.

MUSICAL HERALD.
A monthly journal of 32 pages, for teachers, students, and all

lovers of music. The foremost writers in all departments of

musical culture, including voice, piano, organ, orchestral in-

struments, choral music, both secular and sacred, harmony,

theory, etc., have been engaged, making it a journal indispen-

sable to a good musical education. Pastors, choristers, organ-

ists, and choirs will be especially interested in the department

of Church and Sunday-school music. Terms, $1.50 a year,

which includes

$10 "Worth of Music
of the highest character. Address The Musical Herald Co.,

Music Hall, Boston, Mass. Send stamp for postage.

C. C. BB.ICCS <& CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

SQUARE AND UPRIGHT PIANOS,
1125 Washington St., Oor. Dover, BOSTON.

CATALOGUE SENT FREE ON APPLICATION.

during the "foolish" month of April. We had a great deal of
music, good music, but the patronage was "very far b tween,"
and the enthusiasm according. The benefit to Mr. H. Balatka
(by the German ia Miinnerchor), whom Mr. B. leaves to make
room f r Mr. Otto Lob (?) The lirst concert of that wonderful
new 1'hilh irmonic Society (Herr Liesegang, Director), the
new operetta, " The Polygainist," by Rosenbeoker »nd See-
baum, and several minor affairs, have been failures, financially
speaking. From a musical point of view, " Die Schcone Melu-
sine " brought out at IJalatka's benefit, showed that our singing
societies are not able to do justice to such gr >nd work. How-
ever, I must not forget to praise the wo>k done by our Chicago
Orchestra, which has played admirably on all the above
mentioned occasions. The last concert of this organization
was given at North-side Turner Hall, April 24th, with an
audience of fully 1200 people. The programme was a "request"
one by the public, mostly popular music: "Dichter und Bauer,"

"Blue Danube," Bhapsodie No. 2, etc., which selections were
heartily appreciated, especially the playing of Prof. Julian
Heinze (Liszt's second concert, with orchestra). The Beetho-
ven Socieiy drew a full house, and rendered the several num-
bers in the usual line and artistic manner, and the testimonial
to Geo. Srhleilfarth, our "home" composer and pianist, April
10th, showed the great popularity of Mr. S. by a full hall, and a
little amount "over" expenses, in spite of a stormy night.
Pratt's opera, " Zenobia," under the management of the

Slayton Lyceum Bureau, will shortly be brought out with a
grand orchestra, chorus, and fine soloists (Cary, etc).
The preparations for the "May Festival "are in full blast,

so to speak, and pamphlets, posters, lithographs of the atari*,

etc. are thicker than the shingles on a meeting-house. 'I he
expoi-ition building is being litted up in grand style, and
engines are forbidden to whistle.
The Singers' Society "Congress," a new male-chorus, gives

its lirst musicale at Central Music Hall, this evening, under
the baton of Prof. O. Schmoll; the soloists are Miss i-chell,

soprano: Edw. Schulze, tenor, and others. The "United Matn-
nerchore (under Prof. Karl Rolling), Fourteen Societies, will
appear for the lirst time on any stage " in toto," Sunday,
April 30th.

I shall write moie fully next time; this, my first letter, is

somewhat " general," owing to the short notice.

Yours truly, Lake Shore.

BALTIMORE.
Baltimore, April 22, 1882.

Editor Kunkel's Musical Review.—The Oratorio So-
ciety is on the qui vive for a good time in New York. Theo.
Thomas examined them critically, and pronounced favorably
upon them as regards ability, quality and quantity. Over live
hundred have signified their intention of participating in the
New York May festival next week. They will just handle
Israel in Egypt without gloves, and don't you disremember it.

Baltimore has good cause to be proud of this oiganization, and
should do every thing to foster it; if, from any reason, it should
fail or cease to exist, there could never be an association
formed to take its place.
An amateur company gave the Chimes of Normandy at the

Academy of Music on the 17th and 18th insts., for the benefit of
a local charity. To draw it mild, the performance was unubti-
ally fine. Miss Etta Maddox, the two Mr. Hardings, Mr. Chas.
Kaiser, Jr., and Mr. Macey, deserve special notice.
ftrakosch's Iialian Opera Troupe gave Son nambula, Lucia,

Mignon, Barber of Seville and Faust, at the Academy of Music,
on the 19th, 2uth, 21st and 22d, and matinee. Audiences good,
performance satisfactory.
Hess' Acme Company played the following light operas at

Ford's Opera House, during the same week, to crowded
houses: Mascot, Olivette, The Widow, and Fra Diavolo.
Was it the printer, or your humble correspondent, who

mixed things so terribly in mention of Mr. Van Lee's concert.
Mrs. Metzger was the prima donna (a very line alto singer),
Mr. Zimmerman, tenor, Mr. Blumenberg, violoncellist, and
Mr. Schaeffer, violinist.
Spring trade is not as booming as it might be. Sheet music

business fair; piano and organ ditto. Will interview the trade
so as to give you an intelligent understanding in our next, of
matters and things here.

Occasionally.

? ? ? ? ?? ? ? \*}% ?

PERTINENT AND IMPERTINENT.

Do "benefit" concerts benefit anybody?

Is it not about time for musical papers to " let up " on print-
ing slush and gush about Palti and her " Ernesto?"

How much longer shall we have to wait for an answer to a
civil question? Welles, have you the contents of that pocket-
book?

Who sat for the picture of Mine, Rive-King published in the
pamphlet containing the opinions of the press concerning
that artist?

Does any one doubt that if Nilsson and Patti both come to
this country next year, Nilsson will carry off most of the
honors and money?

Do the piano manufacturers, who were the autocrats of the
piano trade in the United States, say ten years ago, realize that
they are slowly but surely " losing their grip?"

Is it not rather crowding things to have so many musical
festivals all In the month of May? Would not the results, both
musically and financially, have been better, if the festivals had
spread over several months?

The best people will vote for the beat man every time. And
we judge by the number of the St. Jacobs Oil constituency, that
it is i he best rem dy for the rheu natism known. Prof. Tice,
of St. Louis, among others, says so.—Rural New Yorker.

MfHEDf.
FOB

I
MMEiilTlSM

Neuralgia, Sciatica, Lumbago,

Backache, Soreness of the Chest, Gout,

Quinsy, Sore Throat, Swellings and
Sprains, Burns and Scalds,

General Bodily Pains,

Tooth, Ear and Headache, Frosted Feet
and Ears, and all other Pains

and Aches.
No Preparation on earth equals St. Jacobs Oil as

a safe, sure, simple and cheap External Remedy.
A trial entails but the comparatively trifling outlay
of 50 Cents, and every one suffering with pain
can have cheap and positive proof of its claims.
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LORING & BLAKE'S
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Mailed free of postage for examination. Special

inducements to teachers for introduction.
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No. 6 N. Charles St., BALTIMORE.

*
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PIANO^ DACTYLION
A new invention of great practical value and

real benefit to the Piano Player.

To strengthen the fingers.

To improve the touch.
To ensure flexibility and rapidity.

To give correct position of the ban".

To save time and a vast amount of laboi.

Used, endorsed, and highly recommended by the

best of Pianists and Teachers, among whom-

MAD. JULIE RIVE-KING. MR. fc B. MILLS

mk Chas Kunkel. Mr. H. C. andres.
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COMICAL CHORDS.

A sound judge—a musical critic.

Fishes are hard-hearted things; we all know that fishes

spawn their young.

A true woman loveth flowers-the kind the new spring bon-

nets are trimmed with.

AN Erie girl calls her fellow, who is a member of the Michi-

gan crew, her evening's tar.

DOES a stolen hen lay poached eggs? Dunno
!

If you buy a

hen, does she lay buy-led eggs?

The Cyclops were an industrious race. They had a single

eye to business.—Boston Transcript.

The best time on record at the old Jockey Club meetings

was the lunch time.—N. O. Picayune.

"MY wife," remarked Fitznoodle, "is fairly crazy over the

fashions. She's got the delirium tnmmins.

THE life of a locomotive is only thirty years. This is another

warning to inveterate smokers.- Oil City Derrick.

Watering places will soon open for the summer. Watering

placet are places where they drink whisky and liquors.

"A hog's head," he began. But she interrupted him. She

said- "No matter what "a hog said." She thought he was

speaking of his neighbor.

A witness was so exhausted that, he called toraglaMol

water. The judge said to the examining lawyer, Let him go,

you have pumped him dry."

MR. Sissendorf always trembles when ,">» 7«e
»fnfaS

church with prayerful earnestness: "Oh! foi a thousand

tongues."—McGregor News.

A little boy who has been used to receiving his older broth-

ers old toys and clothes, recently remarked: " Ma, will I have

to marry Tom's widow when he dies?

Washington scene: Deep-voiced guzzler— '
Hi, waiter!

brine m«? three more schooners !" Awe-struck spectators,

whispering? » Th™.must be the new Secretary of the Navy."

Copy of a notice on the beach at a watering place: 'In cases

of ladles in danger of drowning, they should be seized by the

clothing and not by the hair, which generally comes off."

Brown savs he hates inquisitive people, and the worst kind

of inStiveness, he thinks, is that exhibited by the man who

stops'him in thef street and wants to know when he is going to

pay that little bill.

"Mamma," remarked an interesting infant of four, ''where do

vo, m when vou die?" "One can't be quite certain, darling.

[low
S
can manfma tell? She has never died yet." "Yes, but

haven't you studied geography?

"Johnny," said a fond mother to her boy, "which would you

rather do speak French or Spanish?" <T would rathei said

Johnny, ruWing his waistband and looking expressively at the

table, " I would rather talk Turkey.

" Millicent" wants to know what influence has the moon

on the tide? It makes a tied dog howl all night^l^ent and

that's about the only thing there is tied in this Mississippi

country that we know of.—Burlington Hawkeye.

Two darkies were vaunting their courage. "I isn't 'feared oj

,wiiin' T isn't" said one. "Den, Sam, I reckon you isn

i

ebber."

Prom cause to effect: A bald-headed Pressor reproving;*

,rr.,,tii fni- i lie exercise of us lists, said: " We ngm wimmhu

neads at°this co^ge^The youth^ff^^^O^-
replied: "Ah, I see, and you have butted all youi nan on.

Waif.

A young man writes to us enquiring how he may learn to

SStS^Sf » SS. >"•" onc '
too- ci«««on a»*«

Night.

AT one of the schools in Cornwall England the inspector

asked the children if they could quote any text o ^ »
uie

masters."

.. wr.w Mi* von a-ettintr along? " asked a widow of her late

husblnd wLya?peared
g
to her at midnight as a ghost Ghost;

"Very weU indeed-much better than during my twent years

married life on earth." Widow (delighted) :

Ihenyouare

in heaven?" "Oh, no."

Conscientious newsboy, who has been dispatched with all

srSedtothe rXshment room by a famishing passenger to

etcl. a penny roll, bribed with an additional penny to get one

for himself (to famishing passenger): I lease, sn, nere

your penny. There was only one left.
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THE SMITH AMERICAN ORGAN CO.
Having been in business since 1852—THIRTY YEARS—and baving made over 96,000 instruments,

offer for this season, 1882, the finest list of styles ever presented to the public. Their Organs are in

demand in all the Great Markets of the World, and are everywhere pronounced inferior to none.

For Home use they have a

great variety, from the lowest

prices upward, including the

most beautiful designs.

For Churches and Schools

they have powerful Organs,

with double manuals and

pedal bass; also the unrivaled

"CONNOISSEUR."

Those who are interested are referred to the Company's Catalogue (which is a Gem of Art).

COEBESPOUDElsrCE SOLICITED.
Address the Company either at

BOSTON, MASS, 531 Tremont Street,
LONDON, ENG., 57 Holborn Viaduct, E. C,

KANSAS CITY, MO., 817 Main Street,

ATLANTA, GA.. 27 Whitehall Street,

Or at DEFIANCE, OHIO.

A Dutchman was relating his marvelous escape from drown-
ing, when thirteen of his companions were lost by the upsetting
of a boat, and he alone was saved. "And how did you escape
their fate?" asked one of his hearers. "I tid not co in de same
pote," was the Dutchman's placid answer.

Stylish Cincinnati people pronounce it "Cin-cin-nawh-tee."
It is musical, and that city is nothing if not musical. Why not
continue to be musical and call the city Cin-sonata?— Courier.
In the St. Louis Sunday-schools, they teach that people who
live in Sin-sin-naughty go to Chicago when they die.

The bride was led up the broad aisle,
Got up in the most killing staisle,

When asked if she'd be
A true wife to he

She promptly replied: " I should smaisle."

" Please, sir, give a few cents to a poor blind man." "Are you
entirely biind?" "Yes, sir." "Haven't got anything for you
to-day." " I suppose you think because you wear tight pants,
and have got your hair parted in the middle, you are some-
body. You look like that man who was hung in Washington
County last week; you long-legged, red-headed, freckled-face
galoot !''— Texas Siftings.

There is said to be in Milwaukee the champion marrying
justice. There is nobody to equal the neatness and dispatch
with which he ties the knot. This is the way he does it:
" Have'er?"
" Yes."
"Have'im?"
"Yes."
"Married; $2."

•'Look at the pieanna, folkses," said old Sam Johnson, the
other night, to a roomful of his sable friends; "look at the pie-
anna! Uer is whaur you see an illegory, showing the proper
spear ob de brack man. Doan you see de common notes, de
white trash, down in de lower row, all run togeder like a white-
washed boa'd fence? An' up in de balconia yous see de brack
notes, de people ob color, arranged in select assemblies of twos
and frees."

It is related that at a friendly gathering at Holland House
the conversation of the distinguished persons present turned
upon love. Tom Moore compared it to a potato, because " it

shoots from the eyes." "Or rather," exclaimed Byron, "because
it becomes less by paring." We think neither was right. Love
is not like a potato at all, for love is blind, and a potato has
eyes; the potato is constantly being mashed, but love is a
masher. Probably the only resemblance that love ever bears to
a potato is when it gets into a stew.

One day Billy, that's my brother, he and Sammy Dobby was
playin 1 by a mudliole, and Billy he said: " Now, Sammy, les
play we was a barnyard

;
you be the pig and lie down and

woller and I'll be a bull and beller like everything." So they
got down on their hands and knees and Sammy he went into
the mud and wollered while Billy bellered like distant thunder.
Himeby Sammy he cum out muddy; you never seen such a
muddy little feller, and he said: ' Now you be the pig and let me
beller." But Billy lie said : "I ain't a very good pig 'fore dinner,
audit ill be time 'nuff for you to beller when yer mother sees
yer close."

This "hard one" is sent by an inquiring correspondent to the
Boston Journal:

Mr. Editor: Tell me why colonel
Is spelled in a style so infolonel?
Shed one ray of light
On a sorrowful wight,

Who for years has subscribed for the Jolonel.

We've glanced the naughty papers through,
And if one-half they say is trough,
Then Kunkel's Musical Reviough
Says Oscar Wilde's indeed tough tough,
Perhaps some day these rhymes we'll rough,
But, though so bad, they'll have to dough.

A little boy wanted a drum. His mother, wishing to give
him an impressive lesson, suggested that if lie should pray for
it he might receive one. So at night, when ready for bed, he
knelt down and prayed

:

Now I lay me down to sleep,
(I want a'drum.)

I pray the Lord my soul to keep,
(I want a drum.)

If I should die before I wake,
(I want a drum.)

I pray the Lord my soul to take,
. (I want a drum.)

His father, who had been let into the secret, had meanwhile
quietly placed a drum on the bed. As the youngster rose, and
his eyes fell on the drum, he exclaimed in an emphatic manner
that banished all serious thoughts from the minds of his listen-
ers : "Where the devil did that drum come from?" The antici-
pated benefits from that lesson may probably be considered
lost.— Troy Times.

LIBELS.

The Score, Boston. "Professor I. D. Foulon is not only a
member of the Faculty of the St. Louis Ilomotspathic College,
but an attorney at law. He has made Kunkel's Review one
of the largest and best of musical magazines. 'If this be libel,
then make the moht of it!'" [Well, is it not libeh us to be
called "professor" outside of the lecture-room?]

Newark Daily Register.—"The Musical Review, published
by Kunkel Bros., St. Louis, Mo., is a very welcome addition to
our exchange list. It is ably edited, beautifully printed, and
is always filled with interesting articles on musical topics.
The music in the April number, which we have just received,
comprises the following selections, etc."

Sunday Call.—"For quality and quantity of its musical num-
bers, Kunkel's Review certainly excels all other musical
periodicals."

"Send me the Review for a year It is a triumph of
skill!"

Warren Walters.
April 15, 1882. (Author, etc.), Philadelphia.

"Allow us to compliment you on your fine journal. It is the
best monthly paper we have seen."

April 15, 1882. DODworth & Co.,
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CONOVER BROS,
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

UPRIGHT PIANO-FORTES
ODR PATENT REPEATING ACTION, PATENT TONE RESONATOR,

PATENT METALLIC ACTION FRAME,

ARE VALUABLE IMPROVEMENTS TO THE UPRIGHT PIANOS
Which Pianists Will Appreciate.

Catalogues Mailed upon Application to

235 Mast 2 1st Street, CIS Main, Street,

NEW YORK, KANSAS CITY.

A. SHATTINGER
MUSIC HOUSE,

NO. 10 SOUTH FIFTH STREET, ST. LOUIS, MO.
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS and Publisher of SHEET MUSIC.

Keeps constantly on hand a full and complete Stock of Musical Merchandise, consisting of

VIOLINS, GUITARS, BANJOS,
FLUTES, ACCORDIONS, BOW ZITHERS,

ORGANINAS, ORGUINETTES.
And Shattinger's celebrated " Russian Gut," Violin, Guitar, and Banjo Strings—Every string warranted.

Agent for the World-Renowned WEBER and the Celebrated BEHNINC Pianos, and the Unrivaled
CLOUCH & WARREN ORGANS.
THE BEST GOODS ^!^I> LOWEST PRICES.
Correspondence solicited and Catalogues mailed- on application. Special inducements offered to

Convents, Seminaries, and Schools.

NEW ENGLAND
CABINET ORGANS,

BEST MJkI>E.

wm all mm n beauty, volume, aid power of toe

Catalogues Mailed Free.

NEW ENGLAND ORGAN COMPANY
1299 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

MAJOR AND MINOR.

If the picture of her published in Musical People is at all like
her, Materna is unmistakably an African.

Camillb Saint-Saens was offered a brilliant engagement
for this country, but declined on the ground that he disliked
the sea.

Count Geza Zichy. the one-armed Hungarian pianist, is

about t<> give a series of concerts in London, by invitation of
the Prince of Wales.

Carl Zerrahn, the eminent conductor of Boston, writes to
McPhail that his pianos "are as perfect as art, care and intel-
ligence can make them."

M. B»- llevant has been entrusted by Maurice Gran with the
formation of a French opera company, which is to play in the
United slates next winter.

Mme. Rive-King is to give ten concerts in San Francisco
and Oakland, Cal., in May. She will be assisted by an orches-
tra conducted by Gustav Heinrichs.

Araisella Goddard, after many years of retirement,
appeared at Sims Keeves' concert in London. She is said to
retain all her excellences of execution.

An interesting concert was given on April 10th in the chapel
of the Independence Female (Jollege, by the pupils of Mrs.
Roman, a well-known teaclur of music.

Great success has attended the production of M. Saint-
Saens' Biblical opera, "Samson and Delilah," in Hamburg.
The composer was recalled after each act, and had a laurel
crown given him.

A new office has been created at the Royal Conservatory,
Brussels—that of " Keeper of the Concert Instruments."
Geoiges Mougenot, insti ument maker to the Conservatory,
has been elected to fill the post.

A New York manager threatens to revive " Pinafore " with
every note of the original music, but not aline of the original
text, to make tiie words and the scenes American and the
plot entirely different from the original.

Max Strakosch has another son and heir. The next gen-
eration must be provided with operatic managers and Max
means that it shall be provided with good ones. The prospec-
tive manager is said to be a vigorous vocalist.

We regret that the eminent musician and pianist. Carlyle
Petersilea, principal of the Petersilea Academy of Music Elo-
cution and Languages, Boston, has been dangerously ill from
erysipelas. At last accounts, he was not yet out of danger.

The French composer, Benjamin Godard, has been honored
by a festival in Paris. He was enthusiastically received, as
well as his compositions, especially those for the orchesira,
amoMg them being " Le Tasse" and "La Symphonie
Gothique."

The salary which Edward Strauss, brother of the great
Johann, is to receive for his season's work at the New York
Casino, soon to be opened, is $10,000. Though not of the same
importance or reputation as Johann, he is well-known as a
waltz writer and conductor.

The Gerster nights in Philadelphia, recently, drew very
largely. But the "off nights," with Kellogg, were a thorough
failure. She did not draw at all. It is the old story. Where
there are two stars in a company, one has to go to the wall.
Besides, Clara is getting old and played out any how.

Minnie Hauk will head an English opera company next
season in this country. Among the works to be produced in
Fnglish are " The Taming of the Shrew," " The Merry Wives
of Windsor," " Tannhiiuser," "Lohengrin," and "Mignon."
The personnel of the company is not yet decided upon.

Prof. A. J. Goodrich writes us from Des Moines: "We
are making desperate efforts to establish a genuine "Choral
Union,' and hope to succeed. We have now over fifty mem-
bers." Mr. Goodrich and his wife will condu t a "Normal
Music School " at Des Moines from June 19 to July 22.

- A Grand musical festival is to take place at the Palais des
Beaux Arts, Brussels, next August. Handel's "Alexander's
Feast," and important Avorks by MM. Ph-rre Benoit and
Samuel (director of the Ghent Conservatoire) are t<> be per-
formed. M. Faure and Mdle. Krauss have been engaged.

Signor Campanini, with his customary benevolence, pro-
poses to give a grand concert for the benefit of the Italian
schools in New York, and the Italian immigrants arriving
there at Steinway Hull, on the evening of Aiay 8. All the
principal artists of Mr. Mapleson's company and many other
musical celebrities will take part.

II Trovatore says : "The impressario Strakosch is negotiating
with seveial artists of the Italian Lyric Company of M.
Ferrari, among them Borghi-Mame, Tamagno and Castlemary,
for fire months from next December, for the United States.
Strakosch has already offered to Tamaguo 25,000 francs per
month, but the artist asks 30,0u0.

Christine Nn.ssoNhas signed a six month's engagement
for America, to begin in September next. Henry E. .\bbey is

the second party to the contract, and Mme. Nilsson will prob-
ably m:ike her reappearance at the Grand Opera House, New
York, which will be thoroughly renovated during t"e summer.
The supporting company and orchestra will, it is said, be com-
plete in every respect.
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SPECIALTIES! SPECIALTIES!

OF THE GREAT JEWELRY HOUSE OF

MERMOD, JACCARD & CO,.
CORNER FOURTH AND LOCUST STlfiEETS, ST. LOUIS, MO.

C C fifi Fine TriPle Plated Double Wall <TQC fin Solid Gold Watches for Gentle-

kPOiUU Ice Pitchers, each one warranted and 4)00. UVJIce Pitchers, each one warranted and

stamped Mermod, Jaccard & Co. These are the best

bargains ever offered in Ice Pitchers in St. Louis and

are intensely appropriate to the season.

(J A AA Nickel Stem-Winding Watches,
4MV/.UU warranted good time-pieces and satis-

faction guaranteed to each purchaser by Mermod,
Jaccard & Oo.

COn OH Solid Gold Watches for Ladies,
kPUViUU warranted good time-pieces, handsome

and attractive in appearance.

men, warranted good time-pieces, sat-

isfaction guaranteed.

C4 KC\ Sma11 American Clocks, neat and

kP 1 .OU attractive time-keepers—warranted.

Ci K f\C\ Solitaire Diamond Rings, foi

4>IU.UU ladies, from $15.00 and upwards in

price. Our stuck of Rings is very large and choice.

fljQC AA Solitaire Diamond Ear-Rings.
J)uO.UU Our variety of Ear-Rings is very ex-

tensive, the largest in the west, and no one should

purchase Diamonds before examining our stock.

The above are but a few of the extraordinary inducements we offer to buyers of goods in our Bns Every article is abso-

lutely of the Quality it is represented to be, the price is marked in plain figures and there is but one price to all. Call and see.

49-Choice Music Boxes of Every Grade at VERY LOW PRICES.

MER-MOD, JACCARD & CO.,
Corner Fourth and Locust Streets.

CHUT ALTERATIONS, ADDITIONS, IID IMPROVEMENTS

HAVE BEEN MADE AT

raijtkimi r
In Many of their Departments, and the Grand Store is now " The Very Pink of Perfection." BAKU'S

NEW ELECTRIC LIGHT Has been Introduced into the Whole Building, and will on Cloudy Days and

After Dark, Prove a Great Assistance to- Ladies, in Enabling Them to Select Colors and Shades as Easily

as When the Sun is Shining Brightest. BARR'S WILL NOW SHINE ALL THE MORE GRANDLY

FOR THE GLOOM.

GREAT CENTRAL STORE
Fronting on 6th, Olive, and Locust Sts., St. Louis.

J. KENNARD & SONS,
DEALERS IN

Mmk. Fribdrich-Materna has a permanent engagement
with the Hofoper, at Vienna, for right months yearly, at a sal-

ary of 20,800 florins. This engagement had to be modified to
pnable her to come to America. She receives for her visit here
24,001 florins, traveling and all expenses for herself and three
persons. Half <>f this sum has been already paid to her. She
returns to Europe on the 2id of June, and on the 1st of July
proceeds to Beyruth for the Parsifal rehearsals.

The first number of Qoldbeck's Musical Instructor is before
us. Mr. Goldbeck, its- editor and proprietor, needs no intro
duction to the readers of the Review. The present iiumber
is an interesting one, and no doubt the subsequent ones will
be, in all respects, equal to this. A little more care in the
proof -reading of the musical examples will be necessary, as a
cursory glance over them shows us several misprints therein,
some of them of a nature to mislead the learner.

The live-stock reporter of the Missouri Republican, who is

also the St. Louis correspondent of Music, takes us to task in
the latter paper because we said that Dr. Maas was abetter
musician than Mr. Sherwood. The critic of the stock yards
having expressed his opinion, perhaps we ought to confess
our ignorance and reverse our former judgment. The man
who knows I he difference between the grunt of a Berkshire
and of a I'oland-Cbina is necessarily an authority on musical
subjects, which no one ought for a moment to question.

The good people of Shelbyville, Kentucky, wanted a town
clock. It occurred to Mrs. L. A. Fowler, teacher of music in
Stewart's Female College, that it was fit that Hie belles of the
town and of the college, should be connected with the clock.
With ch iracteristic Yankee energy (for she is a Bostonian),
she set about the work, and as a result the cantata of " The
Haymakers " was given under her direction by the Shelbyville
Choral Union, on April 20 and 21, before large and well-
pie ^ed audiences. And now the proceeds will bring the clock.
A stood scheme well carried out.

The Cremona of Saxony, as Markneukirchen is termed
sends out 200,0 violins every year, of which some 50,000 are
manufactured there; naturally, these are of all kinds, f>om
the finest Italian violin to the commonest "nigger fiddle."
There are, besides, eighty workshops, in which guitars, zithers
and bass viols are made; say 1,000 bass viols, 15,000 guitars and
5,000 zithers. Five hundred persons are engaged in the manu-
facture of bows, of which, on an average, 500,0,0 aie sold
annually; from the ordinary beach bow, with which the
beginner may learn to scrape, to the highly-ornamented $:5
bow which the solo virtuosi employs.

Mr. H. B. Copper, of Petersbu>g, Illinois, organized a very
successful concert at the Petersburg Opera House, on the
13th of April, at which Mr. Jacob Knnkel was the pianist. We
notice on the programme "Bubbling Spring," Jlive-Kmg-
•'Satellite" Alden; "The Zephyr and the Brook." and "Ger-
mans' Triumphal March," Kunkel. Mrs. Henkle was the solo
vocalist, and Mr. H. W. Ives, of Springfield, played some ex-
cell nt fiute selections. The piano used on this occasion was
an Emerson, which proved to be an instrument of unusual
power «nd sweetness of tone. The people were i-o well pleased
with this first concert that Mr. Copper, in deference to their
wishes, is now organizing another.

A most novel and entertaining concert was given by Lvon &
Healy's band of Chicago, at Sycamore, Ills., April 26 the
occasion being ihe sixty-third aim versary of American Odd
Fellowship observed by the Grand Lodge of Illinois. Aside
from two grand selections by the full band, the programme
consisted of cornet, saxophone, xylopho e, and bandonian
solos, and choice vocal selections. All the numb' rs were
rendered in a most creditable manner and well merited the
enthusiastic applau e they received, 'the novel feature of
this entertainment was, that every parti ipant plays an in-
strument in the band, and is an employee of the wtll-known
music house which hoiurs it with it's name.

The Cleveland May festival (second biennial) will be given
at the Peop e's Tabernacle on the 9th, loth, and I lth insts Mr
Alfred Arthur is the musical director, Miss Fanny Keliogjr
Mr. E. Aline Osgood, a d Miss Henninges are the leadfife
soprani, Miss Cary, contralto; Mr. Toedt, tenor, and Myro > W
Whitney basso There is to be a chorus of 3« voices and aii
orchestra of fifty pieces. Miss M. S. Wright is to be the organ-
ist and pianist. The programmes of the concerts are evidently
intended to please as well as to instruct, for, while they are of
a high character, they are not of the bore-ome order Mi-
Arthur, by the way, is evidently not a Wagneiian, for there is
not, in all the live concerts, one single Wagner selection
Hajndel, Beethoven, Mozart. Mendelssohn, Schubert Schu-
mann, von Weber, Gluck, Miehul, Ilalevy, Berlioz Thomas
Gounod, Kubinstein, Moskowski, and other first- class names'
are, however, given a due prominence.

CARPETS, OIL CLOTHS,
LACE AND DAMASK CURTAIN GOODS.

Largest Carpet House in the Western Country.

&3jp~Call and see our Stock before purchasing elsewhere."^8

420 &c 422 1ST. ZFOTTIR/TIH: STBBBT,
LOUIS, MO.

ALL ABOARD FOR CINCINNATI I

HE Cincinnati May Musical Festival, which oc-
curs May 17, 18 and 19, will be the most inter-
esing musical event of the year in all the West.
All who can, should attend. We are happy to

be able to announce that the Vandalia Line (St. Louis
office, 100 N. Fourth St.) will issue round trip tickets
from St. Louis at $14.00, good going from May 15 to
18, and good to return up to and including May 20.
They will also make rates of one and one-third fares
for round trip from all coupon stations. Our many
friends in St. Louis and along the line of this
deservedly popular road should not fail to avail
themselves of this liberal offer.

ST.

By sending two subscriptions by the 1st of July
you will secure for yourself one of Kunkel's Pocket
Metronomes, worth $2.00. For full particulars, see
page 232.

» •
The Faculty of the Boston Normal Musical Insti-

tute is composed of teachers of great experience and
culture. It is a rare opportunity for the study of
music in its various forms. There will be more than
150 lessons given, also concerts, lectures, etc. See
advt. in another column.
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To accommodate a large number of buyers we will,

until further notice, sell new pianos on payments of
$10 to $25 per month to suit purchaser. Our stock is

carefully selected and contains latest improved
pianos of all grades, from medium to the best, in all

^oxtfXft^
styles of Squares, Uprights, Cabinet Grands, Parlor
Grands, and Concert Grands, from the factories of
DECKER BROS., CHICKERING, HAINES, STORY
& CAMP, MATHUSHEK, FISCHER AND OTHERS,

vtt$rcu&eft&
giving a variety to select from that can not be found
in any other house in the country.
Every instrument warranted. Catalogues mailed

on application.
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PIANO-FORTE MANUFACTORY,
7 00 Harrison Avenue, from Canton to Brooklyn Street, BOSTON, MASS.

2v£a,:n."u.£eLct-a.rers 01

SQUARE, SQUARE GRAND, AND IMPERIAL UPRIGHT GRAND

E8>3KJ1L!^Q>!
Every Instrument Fully Warranted RICHMOND, INDIANA.

NICHOLAS LEBRUN, SOLE IMPORTER
FIFTEEN YEARS OF SUCCESS.

NICHOLAS LEBRUN,
Manufacturer, Importer, and Jobber in

Musical Instruments
A.nd Musical Merchandise,

207 SOUTH FIFTH STREET.
8T. LOUIS, MO.

TEN FIRST PREMIUMS.

GELEBRATED 'ROUGH DIAMOND'
ITALIAN STRINGS

FOB VIOLIN, GU1TAB, BANJO, CELLO, AND
DOUBLE BASS,

And of the "NE PLUS ULTRA" GERMAN ACCORDION.
Bands supplied and instruments repaired at lowest figures.

Dealers supplied at New York figures. Sample orders solicited.
Jean White's and Howe's entire catalogues in stock at pub-
lishers' prices. Largest and best stock west of the Mississippi.
Ten assorted samples of " Rough Diamond " violin, guitar, or
banjo strings mailed upon receipt of $1.00

SMITH AND JONES.

Smith— Have you been to the Grand Opera House lately?

Jones—Yes. Why?
Smith—Who is that fellow who leads the band?
Jones—You mean the orches ra.

Smith—Yes, if half a dozen men constitute an orchestra.
Jones They do there, and the leader is a fiddler.

Smith—Then why don't he fiddle? He might do some good
then

!

Jones—He's afraid it would be beneath his dignity. If on
some evening no one should report but the base drum, he
would beat, time and let the drum play the music.
Smith—Think I'll apply for a " posish " as leader of a theat-

rical orchestra. But, come to think of ir, I don't know any-

thing about music.
Jones—Well, that's not at all necessary.

SCOTCH PROVERBS.

E'KE maister o' yer ain words; but, ance

spoken, yer words may maister you.

God never sen's mouths, but He sen's meat
for them.

He that teaches himsi 1' has a fule for a maister.

Raise nae mair deils than ye're able to lay.

Naething should be done in a hurrv but catcbin'

fleas.

Sharp stomachs mak' short graces.

There was ne'er eneuch whar naething was left.

Bend the back to the burden.
Be a f i ien' to yoursel' and sae with ithers.

Better be alane than in ill company.
Do the likeliest, an' God will do the best.

Every man kens best whar his ain shoe binds him.

Fear God an' keep out o' debt.

Fules make feasts, an' wise men eat them.
" An' wise men' mak' proverbs, an' fules repeat

them."
Fair words ne'er brake a bane, foul words may.

Only 1,000 metronomes will be given as premiums.
Remember the old proverb: '-The early bird, etc."

See the great premium offer of the publishers, page 232.

IMPORTANT
to Students of

MUSIC.

The New Calendar of the New Eng-
land CONSERVATORY and College
of Music is sent free. Apply to E. Tour-
jee, Music Hall, Boston, Mass.

HENRY KILGEN,
Church and Chapel Pipe Organ Builder, 1636 Pine St.

Church Pipe and Reed Parlor Organs tuned and repaired.

On hand new Two Manuel Pipe Organ, 16 Stops, 27 Notes, in

Pedal Gothic Walnut Case. Also 2 Stop Portable l'ipe Organ,
manufactured by Felgemaker, Erie, Pa. 17 Notes of Pedals
for sale Cheap.
43-Estimates and Drawings furnished on application.

OOlsTSEBYATOE/T.
Tuition in music, $15 per quarter, with the ablest teachers.

This includes collateral advantages amounting to one hundred

and twenty-five hours of musical instruction in a single quar-

ter, which is twice as much as is offered by any musical insti-

tution in Europe. Students in the Convervatory have access

to a library containing over 8,000 volumes on music. English

branches free. Pupils now received. Send for calendar.

E. TOURJEE, Music Hall, Boston.

ADYIOB to sinsro-iE^s,
BY A SINGER.

This little book is worth many times its cost to every teacher

and student of music. It is designed for a pocket companion,

to be referred to daily, and as such will prove almost invalua-

ble It may be obtained of book and music dealers generally.

Price, flexible cloth, 75c. Sent by mail. E. TOUKJEE,
Music Hall, Boston.'

MHB r^u
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C3rESO- IS.II-.Ca-E3JNr,
MANUFACTURER OF

Church and Parlor Pipe Organs,
Office and Factory: 639 & 641 Summit Ave.,

SAINT LOUIS, MO.
Tuning and Repairing done at short notice. Drawings, Specif

cations and Prices furnished free on application.

C. F. ZIMMERMANIM'S
MUSIC HOUSE, .

238 N. Second St., Philadelphia, Pa.,

—Makes a Specialty of All Kinds of-

Strings and Musical Merchandise
Generally, Concertinas, Accordions, Violins,

Guitars, Zithers, Etc., Etc.

I call special attention to my own manufacture of Drums,

Banjos Tambourines, Flutes, Fifes, and Brass Band Instruments.

Proprietor of five patents and publisher of Zimmermann's
self-Instructor for Concertina and Accordion.
Every one should see Zimmermann's Patent Piano In-

structor, teaching this instrument by FIGURES—the great-

«st production of the age.

Send for circulars and learn the prices of my goods, which

defy competition.
JI9-DEALERS will ftnd it to their advantage to make my ac-

quaintance.

JACOB OHRIST,
NO. 19 9. FIFTH STREET, Temple Building,

MERCHANT TAILOR
NEAR SOUTHERN HOTEL. ST. LOUIS, MO.

DRESS COATS AND EVENING SUITS A SPECIALTY

VITT HUBS,
Manufacturer of and Dealer in

BtMtte ami HA®<i%
BOS SOUTH FIFTH STREET,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

JOHN SOHROEDER,
PRACTICAL PIANO MOVER

Special attention paid to Moving and Unpacking Pianos.

PRICES REASONABLE.
Address : H. KOEBBER, No. 1103 Olive Street.

To any suffering with Catarrh

or Bronchitis who earnestly

desire relief, I can furnish a

means of Permanent and Pos-

itive Cure. A Home Treatment.

No charge for consultation by

mail. Valuable Treatise Free.
"His remedies are the outgrowth
Of his own experience; they aro

lie only known means of per-
janent cure."

—

Baptist.

Rev.T.P.CHILDS, Troy, 0.

I NfUIIM WANTED to sell Dr. CHASE'S 2000 BECIPE.BOOE

AGENTS " Sells at sight. You double your money.
UMailli Address: Dr. Chase's Printing House, Ann Arbor, Men
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PIANO FACTORY,
(^sBALTIMORE, 3VOT3.,

Grand, Square, and Upright Piano-Fortes.

These Instruments have been before the Public for nearly fifty years, and upon their

excellence alone have attained an unpurchased pre-eminence, which establishes them as

unequaled in Tone, Touch, Workmanship and Durability. Every Piano fully War-
ranted for five years. Prices greatly reduced. Illustrated Catalogues and Price Lists

promptly furnished on application.

WM. KNABE & CO.,

112 Fifth Avenue, New Vol 204 SL 20G W. Baltimore St., Baltimore.

READ & THOMPSON, Wholesale and Retail Mere for lie KNABE PIANO,

208 & 210 N. FIFTH STREET, ST. LOUIS, MO.

ITALY-1881
AT THE GREAT

ITALIAN INDUSTRIAL EXPOSITION,

MILAN, 1881,

MASON & HAMLIN
CABINET ORGANS

WERE AWARDED THE

GRAJFD SILVER MUDdL,
being the ONLY HIGHEST AWARD in this Department, to any instru-

ments of this class, European or American.
The MASON & HAM I,IN CO. value this extraordinary honor the

more highly because it comes from a very musical country, where
discrimination in regard to the merits of musical instruments may be
supposed to be most accurate.

J^T J^XjX. tieije gebat
WORLD'S INDUSTRIAL EXPOSITIONS

For Fourteen Years these Organs hava received the

IHHO-HIEST HIOHSTOIE^S,
Being the only American Organs which have received such at any.

TA/TDTD HT7T?1\/T"D NTTC* During the year just closed, this company have introduced

llYLXJAiU V JjlVliJ IN J. JO. improvements of greater value than in any similar period

since the introduction of the American Organ by them, twenty years since.

ELEGANT STYLES

MILAN.
1881.
PARIS,

NORWAY,
SWEDEN,

1878.
PHILAD'A,

1876.
SANTIAGO,

1875.
VIENNA,
1873.

PARIS,
1867.

are now received from their factories daily, surpassing
ty :

been produced, and certainly worthy to be ranked with the very finest musical instru-
in capacity and excellence anything which has before

ments in the world. They are in cases of solid black walnut, mahogany, cherry,
ash , ebonized, etc., and are at net cash prices, $240, $330, $360, $390, $480, $570, $750, $840 and
$900.

"DnTDTTT A "D OTvTTTQ including, also, the most valuable of the recent improve-
JlKJL U Jj a. lb 10 i. XJjIJio» ments, and adapted to all uses, public and private, in

plain and elegant cases, are at $22, $30, $57, $66, $72, $84, $90, $93, $99, $102. $105 to $200 and up.

~D A 0\T "D A "\7" A/IT"NTT C! These organs are not only sold for cash, but also for
hAn X JlA. X IVIIjIN JL IO. easy payments, or will be rented until rent pays for an
organ.

A NEW ILLUSTRATED OATAT OGUE, &&&S&9&&
ing MORE THAN ONE HUNDRED STYLES OF ORGANS, with net PRICE LISTS and
circulars, will be sent free to any one desiring them. Certainly no one should buy or rent any
organ without having seen these circulars, which contain much useful information about organs.

MASON & HAMLIN ORGAN CO.,
154 Tremont Street, BOSTON ; 46 E. 14th Street (Union So..), NEW YOBK; 149 Wabash Av.. 0HI0A30.

CHICKERING&SONS'
GRAND, SQUARE AND UPRIGHT

I41@-F@lf

6I.OOO
SOLD SINCE APRIL 1st, 1823.

The use of the Chickering Pianos by the greatest Pianists, Art Critics and Amateurs,

has given to the Chickering Pianos an universal prestige and reputation far above all

other Pianos manufactured in this country or Europe. The overwhelming verdict of the

very highest art talent, including Dr. Franz Liszt, Gottschalk, Dr. Hans Von Bulow,

Louis Plaidy, Stephen Heller, Carl Reinecke, Marmontel, Arabella Goddard, and hundreds

of other masters of the art, places the Chickering Pianos of to-day at the head of the entire

list of Pianos made in the world.

Illustrated Catalogues and price Lists mailed on application to

CHICKERING & SONS'
Oor. 18th Street and 5th Ave.

Chickering Hall, New York, or 156 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass.

TIHIIE

Emerson Piano Company,

(ESTABLISHED IN 1849)

—MANUFACTURERS OF—

SQUARE, UPRIGHT AND COTTAGE

Warerooms—595 Washington Street, BOSTON, MASS.

—


